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Four-Inch Snowstorm

Closes Schools Again
A.second snowstorm in the last 'four
days dumped more..than,four inchea of
snow in Calloway County today. The
new snow combined with about four
inches that fell early Saturday morning.
The storni, part of a system that
passed through the Midweat yesterday
and last ritht, struck all of' West
--• • -Kentuelty.-But, reports indicate
--Catiovray
-Ka* -gotten-more than its share.
According to a Kentucky State Police
spokesman,about two inches had fallen
in Mayfield and vicinity early today.
Reportedly Paducah received about
,
two inches.
Calloway County and Murray
Independent school systems are closed
today A_numhet.of planned meeting
are galled off. However, industries in
the area operated today; and Murray
State -University had classes.
TTI
The - Kentucky-. -.State- Puttee
spokesman . early..today .deemed aU
roads in the -Purchase "slick and
BOVINE STROLL — A group of cows was spotted taking a placid stroll in the snow today on a farm just off Doran
hazardous." . The spokesman said .no
Road in Murray. The-cows seemed unconcerned with the snow, which wasn't therase with numbers of drivers that
major traffic jams nor accidents were
had to,brave it today. Just under five inches of snow fell early today, adding to accumulations of up to 34.7 inches
reported early today.
this year.
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A has been the case with every
.smo. tprm this year: crows with
Kentucky Department of Transportation, Bureau of Highways, and
Calloway County Road Department are
working on the roads.
Sherwood Potts,head of the Calloway
-County Bureau -of Highways crew said
today-that his department is applying
'Salt anti-:tiro:Tete to -malw 4nghways.
UMW Vitt a littlelatek —
with graders." Potts said.

Calloway County Road Department
crewe were out early today WW1_ hen snow plows and four graders to open
county roads, a spokesman said.
Murray Street Department crews
were also working to clear city streets
in Murray. -'
•. According ,to . John Ed Scott. •
_
reporter in Murray for National
Weather Service, almost fourinches-of Mott /*Utast niglitlitid earlY today ------Murray.
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-WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter won --bipartisan support from
congressional leaders today to do
"whatever he needs to do" to end the
marathon coal strike, acCOrding-to the
leaders who met with Carter.
Senate Republican Leader Howard
Baker of Tennessee,after meeting with
Carter, told reporters: "I think the
president must do whatever he needs to ,
do."Carter is holding off on strong action
to end the lengthy coal strike while
administration officials assess mine
Owner response to a tentative contract
argeement reached by the United Mine

City Planners
Meet Tonight
Murray Planning Commission
members are expected to discuss two
proposed public hearings when the
commission meets tonight.
OK Weiland& for the 7 p.m. session
are discussion of a public hearing on a
rezoning request from_ RickmanNorsworthY at 500 S. 4th St. in Murray,
and on four-laning of U. S. 641 from
Chestnut to Sycamore St.
Commission members are also expetted to discuss a 12th Street rezoning
proposal during the meeting; vote on
Dan Miller's rezoning request; and
make a recommendation to the council
on Harley-Roberson's subdivision plat
Planning commission meetings are
conducted in the Murray council room
on the second floor of city hall. The
meetings are open to the general
public.

Workers and a major independent
going to make a judgment... No, I don't
_
producer, the P&M Coal Co.
think we're trying to sell ii"
Several of the lawmakers_who met
But the press secretary added: "The
with Carter said the P&M accord gave
negotiators understand that if this thing
"reisdnible hop" that an indiiitry-- • doesn't get settled, then the president is
wide accord still can be negotiated..They said a negotiated settlement is
preferable to any other option, a view
the-Carter administration has often expressed.
Baker said failure to resolVe -thy
bargaining stalemate could result in Return
"millions, possibly tens of millions out
of work."
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) — The
Baker and the other participants at governors of four coal* producing states
the meeting did not give.blanket ad- demanded today that _the Bituminousvance approval for specific steps the coal Operators Association return to
president might take. But the congres- the bargaining table with the United
sional leaders indicated broadbased -Mine Workers union to reach an
support for presidential leadership in agreement on a new coal contract.
what they said could become a national
West Virginia Gov. Jay Rockefeller
crisis by April. hosted a news conference attended by
Senate Democratic Whip Alan Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroltand Ohio
Cranston of California spoke of "very Gov. James Rhodes and the three
strong bipartisan support" for issued a statement joined in by Pennpresidential leadership in resolving the sylvania Gov. Milton Shapp in which
stalemate.
the BCOA was urged "to go back to the
Rep. Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash., said bargaining table promptly."
the meeting produced a consensus that
"They (negotiators) are almost
Carter be given "as much latitude as entirely together and there could be a
possible." Foley expressed the view settlement in two or three days," said
.that whatever steps the president might Rockefeller, who added federal offitake
would
receive
strong cials should hold off any drastic action
congressional support.
in the 78-day old coal strike.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Rockefeller said the four states
Powell said administration officials represented by the statement produce
had met before the congressional 60 per cent of the nation's coal.
breakfast to discuss the P&M
Carroll said he thought any action to
agreement and would meet again later impose the Taft-Hartley Act or a
in the day.
federal takeover of the mines, "would
- Asked what the administration aggravate rather than Settle the
thought of the agreement and whether strike." .
it would try to sell the pact as a.national
Rhodes, noting Ohio is the largest
settlement4 Powell replied: "I'm not

-

Governors Demand-BC
To Negotiations

Beth Boston Selected As Nominee
In Presidential Scholar Program
Beth Boston, a senioz at Murray High
School and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fil
Boston is being considered a nominee
as a Presidential Scholar.
From three million graduating
seniors in the United States, 750 are
selected to be considered. _These
students are selected because
high scores on two tests, the Scholastic
Aptitude Test'be the College Board and
the ACT Assessment test of the
American College Testing Program,
according to a spokesman.
The Presidential Scholars Program
was established by Executive Order in
1964. It annually honors the nation's
most intellectually distinguished and
accOmpli.shed graduating high school
seniors. Only 121 Scholars will be
finally selected: a boy and a girl from
each state, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico; two students from familes
of U. S. citizens living abroad, and 15
additional students selected at large.
Scholarship is the primary consideration for selEtion with access
equalized for potititial candidates
through the geographic allocation of
sc1101-ats and national precollege
•testint-

going to act very forcefully."
'the president met with the
congressional leaders of both parties to
See COAL,,
Page 10,Cilium*6

ticipi te in comternporary history and •
visit the memorials- and Inubewn5 tit
the
ital. They attend seminars at the
Nati al Aeronautics and Space Admini ration, the Department of State,
the Cipitol and the Office of Education.
Students may not apply for this
nomination; schools may not nominate.
Candidates are identified by their
• seores on the'two tests mentioned.
Nearly 1700 Presidential Scholars
have been selected. President Lyndon
Johnson's original purpose for the
program was: "To recognize the mosi
precious resource of the United Statesthe brain power of its young people; to
encourage the pursuit of intellectual
attainment among - all of Our youths."
At Murray High School, Miss Boston
has been a member of the, Math Team
two years. She is a National Merit
Beth Boston
Semi-finalist. In Spanish, she won the
highest award for third year Spanish
students last year. She as the Kentucky
There is no monetar7 award to
repre.sentive to the American Priva0scholars, the • spokesman said. The
Enterprise Seminar at Texas A & M
winners are invited to Washington D.
University last summer. She won a $600
C., where they are honored by their
scholarship at th8; Seminar.
el
representatives, by educatars__
the: Lit..fiabOaq
Mounea1*_
and by other hrpoblieltre:
Or! will be made in April. -

--

•

•

user of bituminous coal, said his state
"must be saved from a $1 billion
blackout" He said he thought the
contract negotiated Monday between
the BCOA,the UMW and the P&M Coal
Co. In Kentucky ought to serve as a
model for the conteact to be negotiated
for the whole coal industry.
Rhodes said if telegrams and phone
calls bring no results, he is willing to go
to Washington and set doWn with the
BCOA negotiators to tell them the impact the strike is and will have on the
consumer.

CINDER DUMPING — A truck with the State Department of Transportation. Bureau of Highways' garage in Murray is shown dumping cinders near the intersection of Main Street and 12th Street in Murray today.
Almost five inches of new snow feN in the county today, adding to snow
on the ground from a storm Saturday.
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Homecoming
Scheduled
At Callo
Homecoming activities for Calloway
County High School will be held on
Friday, Feb. 24. Activities will begin at
6:30 p.m. with a Junior Varsity
basketball game.
The graduates of 1974 will be the
honored class. These alumni may
register at the door and will be admitted to the game free of charge.
The Laker Basketball Queen will be
crowned between the Junior Varsity
and Varsity ball games. Mrs. Donna
Smith Brandon, last year's Laker
basketball queen, will crown the 1978
Queen.
The new queen will be selected from
these candidates: Rhonda Darnell, senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Darnell; Susie Imes, senior,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Imes; Felicia Pinner, senior, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.William Pinner; Jackie
Parker, junior, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James yrank Parker; Dawn
Sledd, juniorslaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Sledd; Kimi Starks, junior,
daughter of Mr.-and Mrs. Jerry Starks.
Several special activities are planned
to honor the Laker class of 1974. During
half-time of the junior varsity game,
the class history will tie read. A special
reception will be held in the cafeteria at
half-time of the varsity game. All 1974
graduates and their families are invited
come and enjoy the homecoming'
activities, a spokesman said.
The Homecoming dance is scheduled
to start a 10:30 p.m. and will be open to
Calloway High students and 1974
graduates. Commonwealth Band will
be providing the music. Tickets will be
sold in advance to students starting on
Tuesday, Feb. 21, in the concession
stand. Graduates of,19711 may Purchase
their tickets at the door when enter the
c&$2..00
dasiVik Tickets pr
13.50 couple.

'
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NEW SNOW PLOWS PUT TO USE — Two new snow plows purchased
recently by the Calloway County Fiscal Court have been put into service
by the county road department. The plows, which costs $2,816, are mounted on the front of county dump trucks and are being used to clear main
Photo by knnie I. Gordon
road beds as well as shoulders.

inside today Two Sections — 26 Pages
'Vie Murray Ledger & Times today publishes a sptcial
pull-out section-saluting Future _Farmers of America.
Actiiiiiies of the Calloway County High FFA chapter are
featured in both news stories and pictures. The week of
Feb. 18-25 is FFA Week, which this year carries the theme
"A Golden Past— A Brighter Future."

mostly cloudy

today's index

Mostly cloudy with' light snow
Building Page
ending late this afternoon as
Classifieds
flurries. Accumulation of up to
Crosswords
one inch additional snow possible
Comicit
before flurries end. Slow clearing
, Dear Abby
and colder tonight.
Deaths & Funerals
-Partly sunny Wednesday,
Garrott's Galley
Highs today and Wednesday in
Horoscope
the low and mid 30s. Lows tonight
Inside Report'
in the mid and upper teens.
Local Scene
Winds, north to northeast at 5 to
Opinion Page
15 mph today and 5 to 10,toniftt._,
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Down Concord Way--

'Thanks Expressed
For dlly- Cards

4.
FOR WEDNESDAY,F'EBRLARY 22, 1978
What kind- of -day will in the hope that you'll win over
By Estelle Spiceland
tomorrow be To find out what the opposition of others. The
Previously though Mrs.
Feb. 2, 1978
the stars say, read the forecast innate good judgment of the
Walter
Wilson had occupied
the
you
show
should
Sagittarian
given for your birth pagn..
.Piles of beautiful sympathy
that same • room while
Way.
ARIES
cards from people, far and
recuperating from a broken
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erizt CAPRICORN
near, have come to remind me
hip.
Some unpredictable ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
of
my
own neglect in the past,
Direct your enthusiasm for
associates need watching now.
Another grave was added to
of those in sorrow. Forgive the Concord
One or the other could try to worthy causes into progressive
Cemetery within
to
have
may
You
channels.
me.
pet
-muscle in" on one of your
two weeks when Mrs. Ruth
however,
plans,
previous
revise
' •
solo ventures.
Mrs. Lynn Ferguson says Stubblefield Ferguson was
Especially favored now: travel,
TAURUS
her son, Joey, called from brought there for tuuiaL So_
0
( Apr. 21 to May 21( t:$ 1; * social inte(est&
liTiats where he is in service, God is no respector of persons.
at
Accent is now on travel. A trip:
to. express his grief over the - When we sadly consider the
a
taken in connection with a legal (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ""'"--s
„death of his teacher, Mr. Linus
Awareness will ward off
issue could have an especially
uselessness forever more of
By Abigail Van Buren
many s,problems. 'Vigorous
Spiceland, of Concord days.
fortunate outcomel
old possegsions left behind,
1978 by Ch.caw li.b../S
action may not be necessary,
Nees Syna Inc
How well I know now how to
ht
school records, certificates
but thoteughness and sureyfl to June 21)
sympathize with the many
pi
Control
be
will
footedness
hard earned, even medictne
Some misleading influences.
who have lost loved ones
pr
prescriptions which will never
Watch out for any attempt to
during this unforgettable
th
break or default on contracts, PISCES
have to be refilled, and ac)(
ABBY:
DEAR
Two
monthsI
ago
the
lost
sweet
and
winter weather.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
NI r. And Mn. Wilburn Clayton
,
ether agreements.
cident insurance, never to be
--gentle- man to whom I had been happily married for 31
Goo& influences! Activities
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd _
LANCER
heeded,.we conclude that the
--yeara.--Witli--ear-threechildren
al
-So
-4iiiwn
nd-intir
i
be-iiaridiereien1Y
should
happy
_Splieland
came
cult_
(June 22 to auly 23) 42PS-J
•Mr. and Mrs.rfilbiirn Cla_yton a-Rae OnOruainan,
'D
"most important thing lit life is
=carriage:tin,- their own; via:-.-warw--kiiriting-forward---to One of those days when a snap not top over too far In any one
over treacherous
will celebrate their golden wedding anniveraary on Sunday,
vi
to
traveling
all
tempo
a
those
with
Start
direction.
wonderful
faraway
places
be
for
to
prepared
death.
we
couldn't
decision could turn out surFeb. 26, with a reception at the community room of the Dees
see until our "retirement years." And of course we had roads on a double mission to
re
The Kings Sons had their
prisingly well. You ordinarily you can keep - and maintain it.
attend the funeral of her
Bank of Hazel.
planned to _grow old together.
deliberate carefully in all
way of comforting us. They
Harris at Cadiz,
YOU BORN TODAY are one
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours
Suddenly -all---these hopes have disappeared. I am not brother,
situations, but right now a
pr
came on Sunday after church
inidealistic
most
the
of
and
his
of New Conbrother
by
their
hosted
sons
be
will
and
many
event
The
that
couples
as
realize
I
with
weren't
bitter.
blessed
p.m.
four
to
two
of
off.
pay
will
hunch
In
bringing
from
Long
..dinner
dualk0 the entire
eord7
many happy years as we-have had.
ThomasendCarmy Clayton-ofNal:twine,I'm;and Bobch
John Silver's.
sPecirinii 'arid; more im- --wives,
Not only is my complaint so "petty" I'm almost ashamed
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
The following week, Oury
Tn.
Buchanan,
of
Clayton
Shelia
and
by
chs,
your
keep
not
do
you
portantly,
are
We
mindful
that
If you maneuver skillfully
to mention it,but it is directed to many of my well-meaning Lovins,fell from a high ladder
Feb. 25, 1928, at the home ofSquire
married
'was
couple
The
of
recesses
deep
the
in
ideals
hospitals and n •
homes
enough, you can gain some
friends who have written to express their condolences. Onto the concrete floor of his
Ligon. Their attendants were Lorene Clayton and the late Rev.
advantageous fringe benefits in your mind, but take them out of
are filled with the sick and the
Each day I want to shout from the rooftop,"Please, good barn while feeding, and is,
build
and
stage
conceptual
the
the
Jane
former
Parker
was
Clayton
and
Hubert Clayton. Mrs.
a business negotiation.
ering,and homes are sad.
people, stop addreising my mail 'Mary E. Jones.' Legally,suff
them into tangible and usable
perhaps, in Lourdes Hospital,
•
is an employee of the Westview Nursing Home. Mr. Clayton is
VIRGO
All my beautiful
cards had
yes; socially, I'm still 'Mrs. James R. Jones'!"
forms. Your attitude toward
.
Room
W1,
Paducah,
for
many
( Aug. 21 to Sept. 23)
University.
State
Murray
at
employed
was
I
to
always
proud
proud
his
so
just
be
lam
._
as
wife;
___,_
_
messages,
but,
lovely
from
paradoxical
is
money
career
in
disturbance
Some
_
Mr.and Mrs. Clayton have nine grandchildren. _
-- - --;-to.hear -his-name as--his..widetv-,-,--m- -----,--, .
AI c°1W.
'
"
7vv
. , nce, many of the- expeile
heeis
---matters.eould cause_you to be depending on the development
-Please-tell-them for me, Abby. Everyone4 know reads
of your character and the,,,
senders knew that only time
utinkessarily abrupt with
your column faithfully. Thank you.
Don.t let this happen or heighth of the spiritual plane
NEW WIDOW
you reach. The well-developed'
you will regret it later.
May the sun shine again for
Piscean, for instance, can,
CAMP GIRL
LIBRA
us
all.
course,
of
means,
his
DEAR
within
it
WIDOW: Although I've mentioned
in thy _r.
(Sept 24 to.Oet.13) —
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Thomas
column many times,I will_publish your letter as a reminder
Without giving up present become a great philanthropist
703 Payne Street,
‘-'"'
Ile that a -Camp
_ to those who have forgotten (or never-Ike:a
undertakings, study what are or, indifferent to his innate
MurraY, are the parents of a
is
s
widow
as
alway
her
i
addressed
(socially)
"Mrs.
21
Februaiy
possibly geed new offerings. gifts, become self-indulgent and
Tuesday,
Tuesday, February 21 baby girl, My 4trin,
Giv,e careful thought to ,a reckless spender.. The true
2 namel--•%"15-." 4.
1
/
'
.
Monty Assembly - No. 197-- -LakeArea singles will meet - Inlebar'il
extremely
is
however;
Piscean,
weighing seven pounds 13t4
decisions you mat make- seen.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls at seven pm at the Bank of ,
Outcomes couldbe extremely versatile, well-poised, warmDEAR ABBY:There's,a guy in our office who is nosily to ounces, measuring 19 inches,
wti,llsem
a
t the Masonic Hall Marshall CouritY, Renton, with the point of looking over my shoulder while I'm writing a
ntpajn.
v:e
hearted and fitted for success
important to the future.
born on Monday, Feb. 6, at six
of:
Birthdate
lines.
many
sandy "Chapin) _family _
along
SCORPIO .
Heidawwill-piek-upenci-i,ead anytliing-that-hap
at the Murray-Calloway
Pres.,
1st
George Washington,
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
counselor at the mental to be on my desk.
County Hospital.
A day to test your mettle. U.S.A.; Frederic Chopin, Polish
Music Deri•.A`ment of Health Center, Benton, as' While one of our co-workers was on vacation, his personal
The father is employed at
Take up the reins where others composer; James Russell
Murray c500.-.TIT's Club ii- -speaker. This is open to all Mail was stacked-up on his desk. Mr. Nosy went through
Vincent,
St.
and
Lowell
Edna
Hatcher Auto Sales, Murray.
improve
renovate,
slacken;
the
all
and
Mr.
st_
nuill
.,
I
"Gee.
the
to
-us..
of
commented
divorced,
to
scheduleo meet at 7:30 p.m. persons who are
Gr ' rents are Mr. and
where you can. Lend your fine Malay,' Amer. poets; Un.
widOvreds ovutiirvr-iliteiLL-14844€4,--sttre-hsitz-o4ot ot binsf- _ ss-eVOnStftictIve taletwOrtely.---,-----Edward Kennedy,
"Ronald -Z. Jones of
• - - - -=;I
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0
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i
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Club
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married,
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TOPS
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and
film
Young,
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‘,4
•
SAGM'ARIUS
and Mrs. Henrietta
saerset
•
Pt
liTURBED
("Marcus,Welby,
)
PeILD."meet at Health Center at
lo
Nov. 23 to Dec, 2,1) ^
of
Camp
Murniy.
Wednesday,February 22
Neither charge with great Copyright, 1978, by King
seven p.m
re
DEAR
and
tact
manners,
taste,
Good
PERTURBED:
force nor sit back doing nothing, Features Syndicate, Inc.
Ladies day luncheon at the
respect for the privacy nigglers are almost impossible to
hower for Mr. and Mrs. Murray Country Club will be
. ca
teach those who have developed tasteless, tactless and
Steve Henderson wha lost served it noon. Make
' it'e ivae ou-want, keep everykking of
1
• .r.
LX, •
I 0. "
their home and
personal nature out o mg t.
fire on Feb. 7 will be held'at calling Mrs. _Darold Keller,
We are pleased to anTonitell
seven p.m. at the community 753-9263, or Mrs. Gene Mc-DEAR ABBY: My mother has been divorced for 15
that Connie
nounce
Savings
years.
63
She's
nice-looking
a
and
Federal
the
of
*omen.
month
room
Last
the
Cutcheon,
will
753-7650.
Bridge
Bargain Nita
-elect of
bride'
Fowler;
in
.
tw
has
with
moved
she
man
goinglor
a.years
whom
been
at
be
a.
Mrs.
9:30
oVith,
m.
and Loan, Seventh and Main
vi.
At Thu* Theatres
with her. (He's also divorckti
_Linnard Gibson. -has
Streets, Murray. Mrs. Hen- Stanford Hendrickson and
if
married
get
other‘but
they
each
says
She
they'love
selected her China from
'deflori il-theiarmer Debbie Mrs. Stuart Poston as
they'll lose their welfare and Medicare benefits.
Crick, daughter of Mr. and hostesses.
our complete bridal
I am married and have a wonderful family. I disapprove
registry.
Mrs. Earl Wade Crick.
of-my-mother living in.sin with this man and have refused
Wednesday, February 22
Connie and Linnard
• •• •
few
a
only
miles
lives
me.
from
her.
visit
She
to
Specialfilm on "How Should J. N. Williams Chapter of
will be married War. .7.
She said if I loved her, I would "understand" and visit
We Then Live?" will be shown Linited Daughters of the
her. I've told her that she is welcome to come In my home,
1978.
at Student Center Audftortum, 7onfederacy has cancelled its
but I'm not going to-hers.
Do you think I'm right?
Murray State, at seven p.m. meeting for this month and
CONN.DAUGHTER
No admission.
will meet March 15 at the
home of Mrs. Fred Gingles.
DEAR DAUGHTER: You have a right to disapprove of
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
your mother's lifestyle, but it's not your place to "judge "
Second night of film "How
and punish "sins." That's the Lord's job.("Hate the sin but
"We do more
Should We Then Live?" will be
the sinner.")
love
MT"MOLDS
than just fill out
at the Student Center
at
State,
audgorium„Murray
tax forms. We
1006(-hestout
Who mid the Ikea years ere the happiest? For Abby's
/Cilia-n-7Na -Mission.
'ay.
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
can help save
:o
17
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
Thru 2/28
Mooted knits
you money."
Thursday, February 23
$1 and a long, stamped 124 cents), self-addressed envelope,
Wranglers Riding Club will
please.
meet at Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m;
7:25:1
1410 Olestout
+ 9:051
-'Murray Magazine Club will
have its annual luncheon at
Thru Thur.
R Tzthe. Murray Woman's Club
Henry W Block
House.. _
People don't..conie_to_li&R-- •
Bi.ck just to have their tax
RICHANITTIFifYIl
C.r•te"
f.,rrns filled out. They come
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
slA,-.4
•IAW-I
1e
.
because Block can help them
7:25,
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
6415 Central Ctr
save money. We dig for every
9:30
at
Jones
Brenda
of
the home
honest deduction and 'credit.
I
,
GIRL
*
seven p.m. Thru 3/9
That's Reason No. 1 why
•
EAR Block should do your
Murray Sub-District United
taxes.
By MRS. W.P.IVILLIAMS
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Close"jr
will meet at the DexterHardin Church at sevit p.m.
I4It Central Ctr
All of the magazines and During the winter the mulch
THE INCOME TAX P5LE
9:30
Officers will meet at 6:30 p.m. garden
partially decays and becomes
give
books
part of the soil, making it all
do
to
what
to
suggestions as
Virg 3/2
Zeta Department of Murray during this month, but they the more easily worked and
puts it in good shape for the
Woman's Club will meet at can rarely be followed. I find
753-9204
roots' to penetrate.
tiny
the
club
the
at
house
for
pan.
7:30
ideasgiven.
that most
2 Shows Nitely At All Theatres
OFFICE HOURS
Gardening is always a
the
for
are
speak
area
to
Apperson
Walt
with
southern
9 am to 6 pert Weekdays
work.
9am to 5 pm Sat
on "Public Affairs."
deep south, so that it means "looking ahead" sort of
in
spring
the
toward
Looking
more
or
weeks
at least two
the fall and getting ready for
Ellis Center will be open difference.
For instance they suggest fall blooms in the spring, is
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
what makes the task easier.
activities by the Senior that Sweet peas should be
Right now is a good time to
is
That
February.
in
planted
Citizens with sack lunch at
lay in a supply of peat pots for
you
LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
are
where
but
fine,
just
noon and table games, etc., at
going to find ft patch of transplanting seedlings that
one p.m.
are sown early. February is
ground dry enough or warm
more than half gone, and we
II :
So
anything?
plant
to
enough
e •
Shakespeare's "Twelfth
going to see spring before
are
or
weeks
two
can add
•
Night" will bepresented at the we
• •
I •
to directions in most of we realize she is here.
„more
Murray University Theatre at.
One of the best gadgets to
•
the southern magazines Only
eight p.m. Admission is 82.50. a very early spring would
use in transplanting seedlings
permit following their ideas. is an ordinary apple corer
Recital by David W. Ezell,
should from your kitchen. It is small
Peas
Sweet
tenor, HOpkinsville will be at definitely be planted very and yet deep enough to handle
THE MURRAY THEATRES
Farrell' Recital Hall, Price early, as they are not a hot the tiny plants without injury.
Don't wait too long before
Doyle Fine Arts' Center, weather plant. It is a pity
things ready to plant.
getting
in
them
of
more
Murray State, at8:15 p.m.
there are not
quickly One
use today. They are fairly Time passes so
plant this
to
intend
I
plant
Weal KentuCkycorvait Chit) eat,
among
are
and
It'row
to
/
will meet at Parsons the loveliest of the old- spring is -the Shasta Daisy.
You can either plant seed or
Chevrolet, Mayfield, at seven fashioned flowers. The only
I
m. ;
way we could do it here is to buy the plants. I am afraid
prepare the ground in the fall, will have to take the lazy
man's way and get plants.
Value
' Friday. February 24
then in late February or early
summer and
all
bloom
They
In-fact
seed
the
plant
March
Murray Chapter of RI-Tonal
exquisite cut flowers,
of- Retired athat is a good way to prepare make
Association
their
for any planting of spring long lasting and fresh in
Federal Employees will meet
brightness.
annualg.
..at 9:30 a.in. at gm jioodtuen
4,,••••pr"glillifid 'end' And don't forget to,set out----Prepare
12th &iolive '
building with County Judge
mulch on top. at least one new plant'
of
plenty
on
pile
Robert 0. Miller as speaker.
753-9383
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tonite's movies

ICIAPAPII1

"SEMI'\TOUGH"

Captain D's.
Monday-Friday

Special

6"Dikye
11:2
he

Fish

H&R BLO K

903 Arcadia St.

•••••••'..s.v.:•••••••
•
•••

1 Show

Chips&

Southern Style
Hush Puppies

Nit*

Sun. thru Thur. 7:30 P.M.
Effective Wed. Feb. 22

For Duration Of.Energy Crisis

Special

atCaptain D's

•
-

--V"••••••-•• •-••
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Gamma Gamma-ChapterHeis
Two Meetings This Month

rs.
Xed
site
ken

d to
thin
'•uth

The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held two meetings recently.
_ On Februa 2 menAbers_met
at Perkins Pancake House for
a busineSs meeting and
desserts.
Marsha Horton announced
her engagement at the
previohs
meeting
by
presenting the sorority sisters
the traditional hot of candy.
Each committee chairman
gave a _ brief 'report.
'Discussions mere- held 'on
various projects for the
remainder of the year.
Trisha Nesbitt presented the
program and gave a very
interestinkplesentation on
child abuse. Afterwards a
discussion was held on ways

was
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• of
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des
*le
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seir
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rds
ong

hat
nes
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had
rom
th
ime

FATIENT

for

persons could help with were also planned. These
this problem • in - the corn- • include donating blood at the Murray-Calloway County
mun4'
-Brenda Mier DroUght- Motif Biinkriendhig. birthday'
handmade napkins ,to be cards to the Rest Homes,
auctioned off with Tr4sha purchasing shirts for a special
Nesbitt buying the article.
olympics team in the area,
Those present for the and a visitation to a local restprogram
were Beverly home. Also a special fund was
Galloway, Trisha Nesbitt, set aside to aid fire victims in
Rita Burton, Marsha Horton, the future.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cain
Brenda Jones, Becky Phillips;
The 'next program will be
Linda Rogers,-Edna.Vaughn, held on February 23 at the
The Chatien
theltifi. Mad
C• E.•
*lied an
PLIrtbe,Stabbletteld;and Jolte Oarne_nt.lieenda •
*tir 'invitation
to attend an open how*
English and Debbie Bastin. Linda Fain in charge
the. _
at their parents' home in Almo Heights on Sunday, Feb. 26,
A second meeting was held program.
from one to five p.m. for their parents' golden wedding anon February 9 at the home of
The program entitled
the President, Edna Vaughn. "Hobbes" wasgiven by Edna niversary.
Mr. Cain, Commie Elihu Cain,is the son of the late Henry L.
A pledge ritual was held for Vaughn. She gave a short
ee-new-piestges, -Chris Lofts discussion on hobbies. -Then _And Dora MaePenick.Clabinf_C-sunden, Tn. Mrs.Cain,the former Beulah Marie Howe, is the daughter of the late T. P. and
and Nancy Herndon.
each member showed one of
Plans were finalized for the their hobbies and explained Molly Medlin Howe,also of Benton County, Tn.
The couple was Married Feb. 26, 1928, at the home of G. T.
Valentine Banquet that was how to do them. Many difheld on February 11 in honor „ferent crafts and projects Vick at Mt. Carmel community Benton County, Tn. They
resided at Mt. Cannel for ten years and in Carroll County for
of Mrs. Linda Rogers, were presented.
fifteen years, but have lived in Calloway County for the past 24
Valentine Queen. Mrs. Rogers
Preseot for the meeting
, vpaughl, Linda years,
4ind bet himimed_were guests were_ -EdnaThey are the parents of eight children who-are Mrs. Odell
of the sorority at the Park Fain Linda Rogers, Bever1y
(Gladys
Marie) Jarrett, New Concord; Mrs. Uoyd (Pauline)
ITerrace Restaurant in Fulton. Galloway, Trisha Nesbitt,
im
Cain;MenWhis;
Plans, were egg madbler a'"-Dortha
rush bowling party to be held English, Chris Loftis, Nancy Tn., James Howe, Berea; C. E., Jr., Murray; Mrs. Richard
Herndon, Debbie Bastin, and (Mary Sue) Myers, New Albany, Ind.; Mrs. George S.(Evy
in March.
Wet GootLsrd.Martin,_Tn.._
projects
service
Several
Becky Phillips.-

aintSr-havv

two

BENTON PATIENT
Dorothy Sins of Hardin was
dismissed Feb. -14- from the
Benton Hospital, Benton.
Dismissed Feb. 15 from the
Benton Hospital, Benton, was
Ann_Nanney-, -Hardin.

Melody Weiler, assistant
Protraot of art at Murray
State University, has been
Invited to pretests/it a special
workshop in papermaking for
artists and students at the
Maryland Art Institute in
Baltimore Feb. 23-24.
She will demonstrate fundamental techniques of the
handmi-de paper process, as
• well as several-special a*
plications otthat process. Ms.
Weiler will illustrate her
with
lecture-demonstration
slides of work shown at the
1977 Papermiskers Conference
in New York City and with
other works of contemporstry
paper artists.
Hand-formed papers, which
had almost disappeared lathe_
United States because of tla4.
mechanization of papermaking, are making a
comeback among artists who
enjoy the special qualities
handmade-papers offer.
Ms. Weiler,a member of the
art faculty at Murray State
since 1975, said the variety of
colors, textures, thicknesses,
and absorbencies available in
such papers make them
especially attractive ---to
printmakers and other artists.
She added that multiple
'firrnillartt0113 and VulPfttral_
effects in' paper are among the
Special adaptations being used
-by-aniata- today.

-

**********
On1111FaN & Whiter

Dresses & Sportswear
$10 will boy a bargain!
Just Arrived

Jacl.c Winter Sportswear
For Spring

Marcile's Fashions
Ill Geldwafer Rd.

PHOTO
SPECIALS
"elbal'AP.

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

toC-

-IlbatTheCnispee

OFF COLOR
50C
On Any
20 Exposure

ROLL
Walla
Campos

5x7COLOR
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He is my nephew and is the
son of Mrs. Ola Morris and the
late Odie Morris.
This;community was -saddened in the•Iosa of a good
friend and neighbor, Mrs.
Myrtjce Nance, who died at
the Henry County Hospital,
'Paris, Tn., on Monday. Her
loving and cheerful wax; will
be missed- by-- her - many
friends, and we will miss tier
so much going with us to
church.

Brenda Jenkins, and Mrs.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Jessie Paschall visited Mrs.
Feb. 7, 1978
Bertie Jenkins on Sunday.
Well the snow is Still here
-and Mrs.-Citadeland looks like will be for a
Paschall are in Memphis,'Ds.,
-while if temperatures remaie
at the bedside of an aunt, Mrs.
low. January 1978 will long be
Thelma
Strosahl who was
remembered by the snow
scheduled for heart surgery.
when many churches had to,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones
cancel their services.
-visited Mr. and Mrs.-Bergil
The Rey. and. Mrs. Terry
148R Paschall-on -Sunday:
ruaaucA-irsited Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Parrish,
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on mitted to the Henry County
The schedule showing for Scott and Sherri, visited Mr.
-Hospital, -Paris, Tn., on
-How - Should We Then
Thursday.
Live?" will be the theme of the the ten episodes is-as follows: and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris Saturday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn special color film series to be' Tuesday-"The Roman Age" Kenhf-on Tuesday.
visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins, while
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on Orr, Rickie and Brian, visited shown at the Student Center. at seven p.m., "The Middle
Auditorium, Murray State Ages at 7:30 p.m., and "The working at the Postoffice,
University, starting Tuesday, Renaissance" at eight pit.; visited Mrs. R D. Key on
See Marjorie Major
Feb. 21, and continuing Wednesday - "The Refor- 'Wednesday.
Trove/ Consu/tont
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
through Thursday, Feb. 23. mation at seven p.m., "The
The series will be sponsored Revolutionary Age at 7:30 Sykes and Mitch were supper
p.m., and "The Scientific Age guests of Mr. and Mrs. TonyTOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
by His- House.'
at eight p.m.; Thursday - Sykes on- Saturday.
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
The film series is a "The Age of Non-Reason-at
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
No Chafe by us.
spectacular seven- p.m., "The Age of Gallimore visited the Rev. and
documentary
Price some as direct.
/
2 years in the - Fragmentation at 7:30 p.m., Mrs. Warren Sykes on Monwith over 21
For Information and
making and shot in more than "The Age of Personal_ Peace day.
Travel Literature call
100 locations in 12 countries. It and Affluence" at eight p.m., Mrs. Nathaniel Orr was a
753-GOGO (4646)
"!...
•
•
written by the features Dr. and "Final Choices" at 8:30 pneumonia patient at the
is
mom Howie Office Sodding,
Schaeffer, and con- p.m.
Francis
Paris, Tn., hospital last week.
Ill Mein Street
cerns "The Rise and Decline
Admission is free and the Sorry to hear of William B.
of Western Thought- and public is invited, according to Morris being in the Murray
Culture."
Hospital with a heart attack.
officials of His House.
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Parsons Tn., spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes.
•
Mrs. Judy Summers- and
son, Mark, visited Rudy -Key
and Mrs. Sadie Bucy on
Sunday.
Mrs. Gloria Jertins, Mrs.

BIG

62:MCMin •°
filikr
:

-

Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr on
Rickie Orr spent Friday Sunday.
night with Mitch Sykes.
Mrs. Dimple Jones was a
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
patient in the Murray; Jenkins visited Mr. and Mil,
Calloway County Hospital last Morris Jenkins on Sunday.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson Harrington and Robert of
and -Lavettia visited Mrs.
Omie Wilson- on Friday.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

4gmounnomMEMIENIML

ORIGINAL
WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY...
Dorissa, Ruth-8 Bryan Dresses, Chips, Tom Sawyer, Elegant Heir, Levi, Donmow,Health-Tex, Billy the Kid, Fall-Winter 8 Holiday Merchandise

PLEASE All SALES CASH & FINAL ON THESE PRICES

Infant Boys

Coats

Sizes S-M-L-XL
Reg. $9.50 to $33.00

s-m-r-xi.

Sizes
Reg. S14110437.50

SALE

$1 322

SALE
$522 $1422
To

To
Infant Boys

Coats

Sizes S-M-L-XL
Reg. $14.00 to:
$30.00

Infant Girls

Sportswear

Toddler

Sportswear

Coats

Sweaters

Tops-Pants-Skirts
$7.50 to $.35.00

20 To Sell
Reg. S26.00460.00
SALE

9422

f322 To
SALE

$1022 To 52422

*Boys*
4-9
Boys

10 To Sell
Reg. $10.00-$10.50

Coats
15 To Sell
Rog $i2 50
To $45 00

$322
SALE

SALE

I

2-14 Girls

3-6X Girls

3-6X Girls

Dresses

Sportswear

Coats

166 To Sell
Reg. $11.00-37.50

r 05 Pieces To Sell
Reg $5 00 to 39 00

A
$22.
1$1422

$222To $922

7 To Sell
Reg. $40.00 to 564 00
SALE

OL

ir
SALE •

SALE

9622 $9522

.

Coats

Suits

$722
9922

74eStep
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795

adder
Hrs. 10-f, Mon •-S.0
-10-8 Fri.

4-20 Boys

Pants

Sweaters

40 To Sell
Reg $IO 00 to
$1300
SALE

100 To Sell
Reg S10 00 to
$ 18 00
SALE

$IR 22 $422.$722
SA22-T
ea
o eie

Shirts 63 To Sell
2-7 Boys

Chil ren's Fashions

8-20 Boys

4-20 Boys Reg $600 to SIO 50

Girls

Sizes S-M-L-XL
Sizes 2T-3T-4T
Reg.,34.50 to $14.00 Reg $19.00 to $50.00

SALE
SALE
$122 $22
To shp
5822.9 1 22
•
$
$522

7-14 Girls

7-14 Girls

Infant Girls

Sportswear

Girls 7-14

*Girls*

*Infants & Toddlers*

$3;;

Honest To
Goodness
Bargains

Famous Brand Name Children's & Teen's
Clothing

Sale Starts
Wednesday
10:00 A. M.

I 1 To Sell
Reg 512.50-53150

SALE
$522

9222

To

sALES1

22.$222

8-20 Boys

8-20 Boys

Suits &
Sport Coats

Coats

14 To Sell
28 To Sell
'eg. $79.75 to $6800 Reg 512 50-550 00
SALE
SALE
22
$2722
$822
To 52022
To

$5

•
,
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago

EDITORL4I,

We Must Reduce
Power Consumption
trouble, ,
In an effort to delay cutbacks
All industries and comof electrical power to large inestablishments. have
mercial
dustrieA and, to possibly avoid
- to voluntarily-cut
asked
—
been
mandatory blackouts, Murray
as possible. Theras
much
back
Electric
Murray
City and
mostats are to be set back to 60
System officials are asking
MES custom6rs in Murray fiti 'degrees or less and cestorners
and employees are urged to
reduce their consumption of
cooperate by wearing heavier
electricity.
clothing to keep warm.
Valley
Tennessee
The

Two local high school seniors, Susan
Nance, Murray High, daughter of Mrs.
Dorris Nance, and Kim' Smith,
-:•
Smith and the late Eugene Smith, have
leen named finalists in the National
Merit Scholarship Program.
Deaths reported include Wesley
Beard and Errol Barron.
The Murray.. State University Symphonic Band directed-by Prof. Paul W.
Shahan, will present.its annual midwinter concerttostightattke university
auditoruim. Prof. Donald L.story will
also be a guest conductor.
" Marilyn Witehart, Marilyn Lasater,
Donna Shirley, Kathy Lockhart, Donna
Jones, Glenda Pace, Beverly Paschall,'
Cedia Paschall, and Linda Willoughby,
members of the nigh School Young
Woman's Auxiliary with their leaders,
Mrs. John Belt and Mrs. Kenneth
Winters,attended the Kentucky Baptist
YWA convention at Elizabethtown.
In high school basketball games
,Calloway' High -beat Heath -and Lone'
Oak beat Murray High. Key•was high
scorer for Calloway, and Beane for
Murray.

Authority is asking customers_ s,
Residential 'customers_ have *o_
throughout the regionto rqduce
been' asked to cut back their
power use by 20 percent.
thermostats to -87.4egreep- orThese requests are serious.
less
and to wash and dry
TVA -and the local sSistem do
clothes
and dishes less often
'
1 not seem to be crying "wo1f:
By.M.C.Garrett
with
larger
loads, spend less
We are apparently faced with a National Future Farmers of America
time in the shower and cook
-crisis that is real.
Week-- will be observed by the local
fewer
hot
meals.
Local officials seem conchapters Feb.'22 to March 1. Local
Each of us can help by turchapter presidents include Don
fident that if we, as customers
ning off an unneeded light, turCleaver, Alrno; Dwain Taylor, Hazel;
of the Murray Electric System,
ning down a thermostat, using
• Danny Darnell, Kirksey; , Jackie
can effectively reduce our conButterworth, Lynn Grove; Larry
less hot water and using plain
sumption ot power -now, we:
Suiter, Murray Training.
corrunon
sense
to
-avoid
the
might be able to avoid manAll Calloway County Schools are back
,
waste of electricity.
datory power blacjtouts later.
....
illOperatiosi.yester4ay after -u-iog out
One the many differeililintmAiob
only four.and a haft hourtrto make the
had injutiditie feat. 04dly;Wetoni Wren for three days due to-snow anck tee.
. This is a request that we
aping down- now may save
McGaughey wears out at MuttaY State'
formation, and that was cutting it kind
Traffic in Murray Was scheduled to
bothered -to ask specifically *hat141
should all heed. If power consomeone's job later. And is a military one. He's a major in the
of close with this kind of weather,
halt for one minute today at noon as a
,
him.
happened
to
--s
- umption continues as strike- -besides, with-the cost of energy Army Reserve, once a month he races'
part of the observance of World Day of
Hastily gathering up' his uniforms,-- + +4
-depleted coal supplies continue
where it is today, it makes sen- off to Louisville to sharpen his duty
'ribbons and rank hardware, he piled_ .,. "Not once did-I have to explain it,"
Prayer.
t° diminish, we can be-a com .-. se-to use less-and get a lower 'teeth with a :vweltend---9T trairnigTetbthem in his car and set out, reaching ---- -Bob said: "One fellow did ask if I-had
Miss Rtibie Smith wiW speak at the
the 100th Division. He's the division
Louisville with just enough time to
bill next month.
munity and a nation in deep
hurt it playing basketball. I simply luncheon meeting of the Alpha
public information officer.
change into his uniform in his office and
Department of the Murray Woman's.
replied, 'No,not really.' Another asked
A few weekends ago, it was time for
to take his place in the unit's formation,
if it hurt and I answered, 'No, not at Club on Feb:22.
Low IroWn
FROM THE
4;11
him to go to Louisville again. The first
Picnic hams are advertised at 33
.
It was then, --h-d-wever that hi-- For tvai full .dayt,Bob Iiiiiped aro-lila -zents-Or pounds in the ad for Parker
-thing he and his weekend warrior—
14 Joe Crone)
buddies have . to do at one of those
'discovered that the only pair of military
the ton headquarters at Bowman Food Market this week.
training sessions 'is to stand a 7:30'
shoes he had brou,4ht along were both
Field, rforining his normal duties. He
for the same foot - the left one. That
formation before the. Commanding
was excused, hOweYeri from several _7
Genera_ which InThIS case is a major
would have 'sent- an-average officer oirs- ,usual' actiyities-i.-AlthoUgh he nustie-it•-- A*al-survey of
retailtrocerystorei7
sick call with a cue of-the nerves, but
general; one with two stars, on clear that he hadn't asked to be.
showed today that prices are continuing
Saturday morning. From then on until
not our Bob.
Some of his friends even brought him , to drop. Hardly a day goes by, said
4_10. the following afternoon they live
a_gLicit_ thinker - one of the
his meals. They went out of their way_to._..,
some
of the --Merchants, but what
and function just as if they were on
quickest - and He simply invented him
make him comfortable. -It made Me
something is marked dovm.a cent ,or
:
ments
we
can
get
a
active
an
jump
on
duty.
EFT's
and
Injured
foot.
•
fasi-kiami
ANNUNZIO
FRANK
:11E11.
"tok.1111t two.
. • bob plays paddle ball and-tiasketball
inftirm consumers, retailers and banks
them in like that, but I didn't have a
Deaths reported-'include Estel
in what little spare time he has out at
This particular weekend;-though, Bob
choice. I was too far into if then to back
inners across the' Country have just • ,how to use the system and how to
Lilburn
France,age 58; and Mrs. Pearl
protect
found
themselves..."
he
couldn't
get
away
from
The
campus,
and, luckily, in his car
out. All I could do was to play the part
won a great victory. After 2 years,
Bowman, age 65.
Murray
for
Louisville
on
Friday
as
he
were
an
old
pair
of
sneakers
and
and
make
it
through
the
two
days."
Citibank of New York has decided to stop
The Rev.- Samuel MCKee, pastor or
,several pairs of heavy athletic socks.
No one suspected a thing until the
Imposing a 50-cent service charge on CRUMP' S- GRASS generally does. Some campus activity
:he
College Presbyterian Churck_ will.
ROOTS
that night demanded his presence here.
COMMENTS
Quickly, he put three of the heavy
weekend tour was just about over.
'Master Charge accounts that are paid
he the. speaker at the annual sunrise
It
was
free_-Atteirs on his right foot, "to give it
Citibank
by
near
attempting
to
was
squeeze
a
midnight
before
he
It
was
late Sunday afternoon whenIn full each month.
bulk," he laughed. Then he squeezed
Capt. Walter J. Jones, Jr., of Louisville service on Easter Sunday, March 28, at
"As chairman of Consumers Affairs little more profit by penalizing prompt and reached his apartment.
the Murray High School Athletic Field.
his over-sized foot into one of the
Rather than just take right out for
and
subcommittee, I viewed with alarm paying credit card customers has
_ whl works in the office with Bob, This is sponsored annually by- We
brought
about
H.R.
Louisville,
he
hours
sneakers
8753. Another
and limped out to his place in
grabbed a couple
coyly a ked if the "injured" foot was
pis concept of penalizing a customer
Murray Ministerial Association.
the formation before the general.
giving him any pain.
:tor paying his bills on time. I opposed example of forcing Washington into the of sleep before getting up about 2
0. A. Adams and L. G. Morse of the
act
was
3
with
still
Saturday
It
morning
and
leaving.
Apparently
another
his
Federal
superiors and fellow
-No, not a bit," Bob said he told him,
:Citibank's measure and introduced
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Solar energy housing may be
a long way off for most of us,
but it's a concept that is on the
way.
New solar energy houses are
being built in all parts of the
United States and Canada,
many of them foe experimental
purposes. Hundreds of homeowners are having solar collector panels added to their
present houses for controlling
inside temperatures or heating
domestic water, while thousands more are considering the
possibility of doing so.
If you are cherishing some
idea about utilizing the rays of
"h. the sun in your house in the future, you would be wise to determine first whether your family is a suitable candidate for
the proper utilization of solar

energy Because as autnors
Malcolm Wells and Irwin Spetgang point out in their new
book,"How To Buy Solar Heating," there is a distinct relationship between conservation
and the successful application
of solar heating. In short, if you
waste energy as a matter of
course, you might be making
ieepos‘ihle demands on sk solar
energy system in your house.
Messrs. Wells and Spetgang
Wells is an architect, Spetgang
an engineer) have come up
with about 100 questions to enable you to find • out whether
your family would get reasonably good use out of residential
solar energy. If you respond
with "yes" to more than twothirds of them, your family not
only will be able to take advantage of solar energy in your
house, it is "rare and unusual."
A positive response to less than

omit-third of them-mesas diem
is lots of room for improverdent
and that perhaps you had better change your lifestyle whether or not you plan to use solar
energy.
.
In controlling the temperature of the space you now occupy, do you keep the thermostat
no higher than 70 degrees Fahrenheit? Have you attempted to
reduce the setting by 2 degrees
during the heating season? Do
you wear a light sweater or
other appropriate clothing for
comktrt, particularly during
cold Spells?
In the area of hot water heating, have you reduced the temperature setting on your heater
to 140 degrees Fahrenheit?
Have you investigated or installed water-saving faucets
and shower heads in your kitchen and bathrooms? Have you
insulated your hot water pipes?

THE
FIREPLACE

By ViV1AN BROWN
AP Newsfeatares

lenn•dr4 work
the exterior decoration of a
so that only fu14oad use is
made of your washing mahome It adds visual impact;
chine? Do you follow the manuhighlights interesting focal
facturer's recommended conpoints and, in remodeling. it
trol settings on your washing
can improve -or camouflage
machine, being especially carearchitectural flaws. ,
ful to avoid using hot water
Since the roof is the largest
when warm will do the job, and
exterior expanse of a home,
using cold water whenever you
exterior decoration should
can?
begin there. The correct use of
On electricity in general, are
you upset when you find lights . color can upgrade the appearburning needlessly in unused
ance of a home and its resale
areas and rooms? Have you
value...In reroofing, the-latest cleaned the reflecting surfaces
asphalt shingles are available
and globes of your lighting fixin a 'Variety of colors. includtures lately? Have you installed
ing popular earthtone shades
dimmer controls wherever necessary? Do you take full advan- that can be used to contrast
tage of your oven heat by bak- • with the siding elements or to._
produce a roof that blends the
mg several dishes at the same
entire .home with its environtime'
These questions to determine
ment- .
the suitability of your family to
Three-dimensional asphalt
make good use of solar energy shingles create
a textured
have nothing to do with the • roof
with' rnstic. deep shadow
suitability of your house to
make similar good use of it. hi - ---hnes) that -are especially at-. 4Faetitesiansofaireith4agirvis-.
assessing the solar potential 017your home, sonic of the things ibilityfrom the street.
The color in asphalt shingles
that must be considered are the
house's rate of heat-loss, its ori- is theveramic-coated mineral
entation and exposure to sun- granules imbedded in the
light, the slope of the roof and - shingle surface. The rock
possible areas for mounting so-,--granates alsofricràse
the
lar collectors, the existing heatand lire resistance
ing system and the possible in- - of the
roofing material. thstallation restrictions.
"How to Buy Solar Heating" mersional-textured asphalt
( Rodale Press) will open your shingles are designed to last
years. yet they reeyes to many of the puzzling up to
aspects of residential solar quire only minimal - mainenergy.
tenance.
Additional help in the Seim—
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information In tion.of quality roofing is availAndy Lang's handbook, "Pr
a -.7; ,pagegtittlettlittR''
tical Home Repairs," available can be obtained for
3S cenis
by sending 11.50 to this news. from SR&A.
Box 3Z. Grand
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. Central
Station. New York,
07666.
N 1( 10017.

Ft emet tee early to plan •
city garden. By the time you
get it on paper and list the
things you need, it will be time
to turn over a spade of earth.
Your friends may try to discourage you with horror tales,
say experienced city gardeners.
But don't be discouraged when
they tell you air pollution, tomcats and rubble in compacted
soil will be obstacles along the
way to achieving your goal, advises Fredericl McCourty Jr.,
the editor of "Plants and Gardens," a publication of the
Brooklyn Botanic Gardens.
McGourty is a super gardener at his weekend country
home where he and his wife
raise 500 kinds of perennials,
but his small city garden is a
no-sweat operation — one he
can -enjoy without being a slave
to it.
"It is all a low-Maintenance
operation. On hot nights I don't
want to go home and putter
around in the garden. I want to
relax.
"I have planted impatiens
and wax begonias close together and these give you a big
yield for low maintenance.
Then, too, there is privet. A let_
of peoplehirii tip their noses at
privet but you can make it very
attractive by shaping it and it
requires little care.
"It also provides a great deal

of privacy, especially in a
small garden, important in urban areas,"tays McGourty.*
Ple-anti hztrntrulturisi &mini
0. Moulin recently put together
an encouraging article on the
subiect for a botanical garden
handbook.
All gardens require a lot of
care, they point out, and maybe
the city garden will require
more initially than a country
one, but once you've established it, the conduon and
yield will be the same —
maybe better.
But weeds can't be ignored —
they stand out more in small
gardens. And city gardens need
lots of water, it should be remembered.
To prepare soil, begin with
organic matter — compost or
peat moss — available in garden centers, Mixing with the
soil to the depth of a spade
blade. While this would ideally
be mixed into the soil a season
ahead of planting, you can still
get mileage out of it, these gardeners point out.
The most important fertilizer
to add at this time is superphosphate which contains phosphorous. It must be deeply dug
In,
One obstacle to the city garden PPP _110:dkainage: it is wise
to find out if there are drainage
problems before digging since
most plants cannot tolerate
continuous dampness
Some people install drainage

tiles — but that can be es
pensive and usually it requires
a professional job. Ilevating
the borders pipit or its inches
with additional soil, sand and
peat moss may circumvent the
problem. A brick edging or
miniature retaining wall of
stones can help prevent washouts and aid drainage

Large trees and buildings
may shade such a garden, but
there are a number of plants —
rhododendrons, piens, and other broad-leafed net-greens, AU
well as unpaUens, wax begonias and so on — that do
very well in the shade.
"In fact, some of the best
pieris observed anywhere has
been pi the Wall Street area of
lower Manhattan," say the authors.
Surface-rooted maple trees
_present a lot of problems, and
not many plants can grow well
under them; whatever is planted near them needs lots of water.
City gardeners can protect
their plants from soot by misting the plants very early in the
morning. This permits the sun
to dry the foliage quickly and
lessens the Aimee of infection.
There are many plants that
may be laird in city gardens —
although they should not be
cluttered. You might consider
s.m a 1 1-leaved Boston ivy,
rnoonflower, espaliers, lilac and
summer phlox
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TWO FACADE styling, are among the options available in this
seven-room house. The living area of Jerold I. Axelrod's Plan
HA1027A is 1,173 square feet, set in an efficient floor plan which
eliminates wasted space while preserving the separateness of
each room. Fee more information, write to the architect—
enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope—at 275
Broadhollow Road, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

our Kitchen?
41P r•

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
Q. — Is it true that loduie
can be used to hide a scratch
on furniture that has either a
varnished or lacquered finish'
Will it harm the finish or the
wood?
A. — It is true and it won't
harm the finish. However, iodine dries to a dark color and
may be as conspicuous as the
scratch if used on furniture
with a light finish. To be cer- •
tain it will do the job, the iodine should be applied first to a
part of the furniture that cannot easily be seen, Then, if
there is a match, use it on the
;actual scratch.

Be Sure To Stop By and See Our

Kitchen Displays
Featuring the following lines of appliances
ReMgenstors & FRIMMIT
°Sub-Zorn,
VOtaten-Ald DW's-Compactors-Oisposers-Mbers
•Thermador-Built-in Ovens-Cook
Tops-Micro Wave Oven
Morrson-Bcirt-In Mixers .

'Scotsman Icernakers
*Okay S. S. Sinks
•Tradawind Hoods & Ventilators-Carr
Operrere-Toasters
VarnblieChopptng Blocks

Kitchen Cabinets Er Vanities by...
•Coppes-Nappance-In Oak,IVAepie & Cherry

•EASY CREDIT
TERMS
*FREE DELIVERY
.BUY TODAY

*Quaker Maid
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sodium phosphate mixed with
water according to the directions on the container.

Murray Supply Co. Inc.
208 E. Main

1121-3301.

Joe Smith's
Discount Carpet
Center
On South 4th Street, Murray, Ky.

Big Early - Spring Sale!

Q. — I am confused about latex primer-sealer, which I often
see advertised. Sometimes the
ad says it should be used as the
first coat for-an interior wall.
Other times, I see where the
regular latex wall paint is recommended as either a first
coat or a final coat. Can you
clarify this for me?
A. — The primer-sealer is intended for unpainted interior
walls and ceilings of wallboard,
piaster, masonry and all types
of dry wall. The latex wall
paint can be used either as a
primer-sealer or a finish coat
for interior walls and ceilings
of Wallboard, wallpaper, plaster
and other porous, absorptive
materials. While it can be used
on primed wood, it is not meant
for tare wood. Incidentally, in
buying any type of paint. no
matter what the brand, read
the label carefully to determine
whether it will meet your requirements.
Q. — I intend to paint the
)(Aside of my house in a couple
of months. The old paint is
holding very firmly, with no
peeling or blistering, but is
very chalky. Can I paint right
over this and, if not, how can
the chalk be removed'
A. — Using a stiff bristled
brush, remove the chalk with
household washing soda or tri-

Murray, Ky.

On In Stock Merchandise
Only - To Make Room
For New 1978 Merchandise
These Specials
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Armstrong
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Reg. $8.25 sq. yd.
5 Ftolls To Choose From
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Mohawk Carpet
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Style-Canyon Paradise
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4 Rolls In Stock
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'
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Monday night as Murray James Johnson kored on a
as Austin Peay visits the
or
game
this
win
to
had
We
looked brilliant and led by as stuff shot and tied the game
Sports
Arena for a 7:30 p. m.
else we wouldn't have been
much as 13 points in the once again.
game.
the
in
Tourget
OVC
to
able
until
Mike
Murray stalled
second half before somehow
waste's Kentucky-, ,
our own floor. And
tg-fga ft-fta rb
managing to lose a 100-98 Muff fired up a jumper with nament on
tp
HIGH IN THE SKY - Big Danny Jarrett (55) of the Racers
yet.
to
in
not
have
We
Johnson
we're
14-20 6-12 13 3 34
left
the
seconds
but
ball
overtime game to the seven
goes high up to shoot and score over Western Kentucky's
Jackson
7-12
24
3
5
16
Middle
in
Tennessee
rimmed off and in a wild beat
rumerBryant
2-7
2-4 9 0 6
liilltoppers.
Aaron Bryant. Watching under the basket is Western's Darryl
or
Green
Saturday
Bowling
9-20
4.7
5
7
22
ball
out
went
the
scramble,
The game wag_the, seond
Turner (25) while Jimmy Warren of the Racers has his beck to
64---44 0 2 10
Yth
.
sht'
...b
Amr,,
out of it," Richards n
114
414 0 2 0
two-point loss in the con- an was given to Murray. we're
the camera and is watching the 'sky. Jarrett was super for
added.
the
Thirdkill
took
Johnnie
Racers.
the
for
ference
MSU, scoring 11 points and grabbing s dozen rebounds Infers
For Murray, it was more Ree—"
Totals
4 141-34
41-716
-132 4021 21. 10:
They've also lost three by one inbolinds pass with three
4
fouling out.
The Racers shot
frustration.
20a
and
left
up
fired
seconds
Miernly Stay,
point and three by three
41 of 70 for .586 and it was the
CAW Moses he ma.beeihei
fg-(ga
rb "at S
m Inns lei in offs
iv...en, who at only 6-1 is
points. The pathetic,truth of footer that barely missed
consecutive game MSU Thirdkili
fourth
game.
the
endin_g
the matter is Murray State_
2 It AIPLAILlhainattlifialltilllitari the 1041116441, goes inside to
4.4 14
0.0
6.11 "
9.19
_aThe Racers scored the first -has shot letter than 50 per- mwiar ectar enuf
has lost eight league games by
bat* fir. Moment Nis Muff is also in on the action and
7-15
8-9 4 1 n
--_.four points of the oveytime and cent. But,. Murray had 24
artotal4 16 points.
1-3
2-2 2 3 1
avoid vietdoes fres the COMIC
Jackson1.a
4-7
0-0 0 5
:
"The good Master just appeared like they might be turnovers
Rag*
44
11
2-4
3
_10
the
_I
turnovers
smiles on you- when you win .abje to pull jt outas muff hitan____ome
64 04
shouldn't have been. Once, =sr
3-2
0-0 3 4— -4-one like this," said Richards,- a rebound shot for the first
16-19
41-70
43
was
tripped
coming
Jackson
who like MSU criacb Fred basltel then Randall fired a
3:
Wesdell°tarnis
up the floor and was called for Marray
48 42
Overton is resigning at the end length-of-the-court „pass to
and
traveling
once
the
under
break
who
the
on
Muff
-...
scored
of this season.
GENERAL
Randall
hail basket,
"This league is so crazy. for a_94-90 lead.
With just- • a break here or---Bist-- with 4414--,left; Robe--.everything but a saddle on hiaL_BOWIF, MIL —Officials at
We're, Murray Could be Jackson picked up his fifth back and he was called for Bowie Race Course anleachng the league. You never personal --and went to the walking. Both of these calls flounced the death of jockey
II Mbar tad in ifairallat
athalla.
know what would have hap- Sidelines_ Jackion,. playing eame.,in the final two minutes Eugene cButch) .Eseman.
sitary
to pay.lia an bean ear Wens
'regulation
play
a
when
died
at a hospital
Eseinan, 20,
pened if John Randall exceptionally well, had been a of
se :article. NMI pay yam ts SEE RS For towouldn't have broken his hand 420 for ,the offense . as he break on either one could have on Nassau in the Bahama
the
Made
diffeirenCe.
.
4,pilanies
or Wa
said
Islands. Hospital officials
and they'd won some games teamed up with Jimmy
_
his
in
seriusual
Warren,
he
an
b
was
struck
things
made
Warren
and
early. We just had the breaks.
to
22
manner,
scored
sational
automobile
while
a
riding
This is our sixth overtime happen.
hasteau Narray-Pbeas 113-411SO
After Darryl Turner's two lead Murray State while Muff moped last Wednesday and
game since the middle ' of
Jarrett
and
18.
20
added
suffered
had
brain
massive
94-92,
Wilson Sporting& - Converse Shoos
January and we've split," free throws made it
Thirdkill then exited and with Thirdkill, enjoying his best damage and internal injuries.
Richards added.
If Murray would have won three of the top players out, it
some games early in the was just a matter of time.
league race. . . But they didn't. Western scored the next four
And that may be why the points to go up 96-94 but Muff
itacers keep finding ways to hit from five feet to force a tie
then with 2:24 left, Warren
lose games.
When you are winning the scored on a baseline power
close ones, like we did last drive and the Racers led 98-96.
Western tied the game at 98
year, your players begin to
believe in themselves and they on a steal and drive by Steve
find new ways to win all the Ashby and after each team
time. But when you lose the turned it over and tried to give
close ones all the time, you the ball away, Western finally
begin to think about losing and took possession with 1:02 left
before you know, what hap- to play in the overtime.
The 'Toppers stalled until
perred. you've lost," Overton
when with nine seconds left,
11111100 said.
"We just don't have any Richards called a time.
.leadership at the end of the Western then came back with
gam
game. When it gets down to the oldest trick in the book and
the pressure points, we don't won the game as Johnson
have anyone to take charge. scored from inside with just
We made a lot of foolish of- four seconds left to give
ON THE BREAK - maul Muff (44) of the Racers goes up to
plays and that's Western the lead.
fensive
in
not
is
who
Jackson,
score a bucket on the break with Bobo
It was our normal side-outplagued us all year.
the picture, pinpointing a fine pass for the assist. With his
"We can make some great of-bounds play. And we hadn't
back to the camera is Johnnie TleirdkNI.
plays and do a lot of exciting been working it right this year
things. But we just don't have because Mike Prince hadn't
the leadership to mold it been in the lineup. But we had
Prince in and he's the guy that
together "

STOCK REDUCTION

SALE

We now have the largest inventory of cars that we have had
in the last 15 years. The snow buried us for 45 days and our
inventory kept getting larger.

a

WE MUST REDUCE
OUR INVENTORY!!

Cutlass Supreme Coupe

*All New 1978*
Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles & Pontiacs
Going At Bargain Prices!
We Have 31971's
Going At Used Car Prices

Any Reasonable Offer
, WillBe Accepted
See I. Wells Purdom,:lim Kuykendall & Mike Outland
Ot NMI%I

Olds- Pontiac - Cadillac
'Satisfied Customers Are Out
Main Concern"

•
TOUGH INSIDE - Freshman Laura Lynn finds the action
tough inside as she actually scores on this play, even though it
appears Sue Rubin (21) of Western is blocking the shot Lynn
finished with 17 points.
(Ste./ notes Vy

BEST GAME
Freshman Laura Petrie of Carlisle County had
her best game as a Lady Racer Monday in the win over
Western. Here, Petrie drives in to score. Sim mod. ell five of
her field goal attempts end finished With 10 points in $4i. con
Rat.

—

1406 Wait Main • 753-5315

PURDOM

CASIO

OTC
-
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Racer Women Snap Skid,
6-59-

•

TRYING TO GET AWAY from Frank Gilliam is Kim Geveden of
Ballard Memorial as he is trapped under the hoop by the Tiger
senior. Geveden scored 18 points for the Bombers while
Gilliam tossed in 14 for the Tigers.
(Wulf Pbotas by Kyrie Paid)

COVERED UP - Fronk Gilliern of the Tigers is literally
covered up inside by Ballard Memorial. The Tigers, who hod
beaten Symsonia on the road Friday, lost on the Bombers'
home floor Monday.
(Staff ?bores by aerie P•aick)

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
If you're going to break a
losing streak, there's nobody
better to end one against than
Western Kentucky. And that's
just what the Murray State
Lady Racers did Monday
night in the Sports Arena.
Snapping a nine-game.
losing streak, the Lady Racers
turned in an impressive
performance in taking a 6649
win over the Hilltoppers and
gained revenge for an 89-63
loss suffered last month in
Bowling Green.
•
The key for the [Uteriwas
quite 'she*: defense.
When the teams played last
,TialjRussellville native
Brenda Chapman scored 40
points and led the Lady
'Toppers to their 26-point win.
But last night, Chapman ran
into Laura Lynn, Murray's
outstanding freshman guard
from Paducah Tilghman.
Lynn
drew
praise
throughout her high school
career for her offensive play
and she showed Western she

can also play defense. Lynn points and pulled down 12 evening but that game has
took Chapman man-to-man all ,'rebounds. The offensive slack been postponed. Murray will
"WO taken up by Lynn who had host Union Friday and Austin
over the floor.
Chapman wound up taking '17 points. Bev Parrish scored Peay Saturday in the regular
24 shots and she made just 11 to match Gates' total while season finale before entering-.
.
seven. She did hit three of four -freshman Laura Petrie of KWIC Tournament play:
March 3-5.
the free throw line and Carlisle County ridded 10.
%Poster@ Vsolveky
Another key in the game
wound up with 17 points.
Eg-fga ft-fta rb p1 tp
Gates.
the
board
play
of
was
Kordenbrock..
14 04 7 3 3.
"Our defense was definitely
Blanton
3-12 1-1 14
Racer coach Jean , She 44..-axebounds and the Doellman
4-8 0-0
7-24 3-4 6 2 13,
Smith said. "We kept them Racers had a 5144 edge in that Cluipnian
Howard
2-3 0-0 1 I 4
.
from doing the things they like department5-9 o-e 6 2 $-Ftutun
40, do on offense
._
_ The game was back and
Poison.
14 04.-4---3 - 4.-..--'
1-3 0-1 3 3 3 - "Lynn did an- outstanding-- -forth in the first half with the Fnerson
2-3 1-2 o 3
Fields
1-4 0-0 3 1 2
job defensing Chapman then Lady Racers holding to a 34-32 Fulkerson
0-0 G-1 1 1
when Laura wasn't in the edge at intermission.
27-77
}Vials
04 44 DI II
Then early in the second
game, we had Barbara
Money Slots
Racers
inhalf,
the
Lady
fg-fga ft-tta r0 Pt tP
Herndon on Chapman and she
Mackkx.... .
0-1 0-0 0 2 9
too played outstanding creased the lead to eight and Parrish
2-4 7-8 7 1 11;
when
held
until
that
margin
Gates .
4-9 1-2 17 2
defensive ball," Smith added.
2 0
4-4
ita.has been the Case for the with just under nine minutes Barns' . :614
14 9
17 •
II
come
0-7 0-0 3 3
Verai
ntdon
past month, the Lady Racers 'left Westint %gun te
12
2
11
5-11
1-3
Mounts
just can't seem to shake the back.
11-2 04- 1 0 0
Madams
6:15
left
in
the
game,
0-1
10
2
Pubis
flu bug. Center Jackie
1
2
Mounts, who played onIy-----western had trimmed the -7414
=
:
141
)
4 51 16 66
one
point
at
54-53
Racer
lead
to
27-66
92
briefly and scored just two
34 32-16
points in the loss at Middle but two consecutive baskets Mow
Tennessee Saturday, didn't
start against Western.
But she came off the bench
and showed signs of returning
to farm as she tossed in 11

Middle Loses,
East Now Tied
For OVC Lead

Tigers 1.o.-0,H
first a two foul shots to tie the "I wasn't.pleased with our told by the statistics. Murray
By ILEVR4 PEN
score at 13 all.
performance. I don't think we. hit Seven of 45 free throws.
Ledger &TimesSparts
The Ballard Bombers - The Bombers deL their were fliiéády to play-lof 'The Bombers hit 24-d 32
ripped the Murray High sights on the basket • and scaie reason," said Murray throws. Murray did not play
ilgers 68-61 Monday night as dropped in two mere_ field -coach Cary Miller."if you can All overly aggressive game.
the Tigers traveled to Ballard goals to establish a 17-1S lead -get one positive thing out of a - The players were not careless.
-afettetter,thtreferees did call
ounfr-To pTay Ballard at the aid eitlieftril qUettee.-perferniifiettieir
Murray came back in the, is not lost. We played well at fouls and Murray paid the
Memorial's finest.
Although - Murray had the second quarter ,thanks to _times and we de7nag se Price. 1'
- Gates Gets flebesied
,liailard.had_thejactves Howard Boone who put forth a well at other times; We just
The Tiger boys are now 040 eacirt
x
Gates
rescued Murray and
annweretoinve
,
- and TorQ-"11-1k
-felMreffeihrtffiritrvrer - on The s
that it takes to win a geod efrOit
pulled
the
lead out'to fhig.
Tiger's Play well," he added.
ballgame. Bomber Coach points in the game.
played at home tonight
Then /0,)unts went to work,
In the third period of action, against Farmingen bvt that
-ifugh_Wear .commented, We drew' within • one point. of
are so small that we were 1311[11rd-it 23-a With 3:58 on the tired Tigers controlled,the game has been called off. bitting her patented turnoffensive. boards but turned 'Murray 'will play at home around Jumper then scoring
really at a disadvantage. Our the clock before halftime,
from seven feet out for a 62-53
The
Green
Bombers
started-the
_ball over frequently._ Friday against Fulton Co
tallest starter is 5-ll to we get
ad.
esterm scare t
beat on the boards every game zeroing in and what they Geveden scored from the top in the regular season finale.
game's next four points to pull
lacked in accuracy they made of the key, shooting over the
we play."
Marley Iligb
within five again but Cindy
fg ft pi tp
The Tigers stayed with the up for in effort. At halftime top of Murray's defense.
6 2 2 14
Gilliam
Barris hit two free throws
Bombers in the first quarter Ballard Memorial was leading Although ailing, the Tigers
5 3 4 13
with 57 seconds left to make it
6 2 4 14
t-Wirp With the Ballard team Boone ....
until senior guard Kim 32-26.
2 0 5 4
Taylor
64-57-.
The Tigers outShot Ballard's and held them to ',heir six- Perry
Geveden managed a three5 0 5 10
Western again trimmed the
1 0 2 2
point play_that put Ballard in Mallards ft-am the. _field, Political-The seat the Kursive
TO 0 4
Lady Racer lead to five but
Wilson
SANDWICHED IN - wink' Perry of the Tigers finds himself
quarter was Totals
the lead at 13-12 with 1:41 left Murray scored on 27 of 52 end of the
V 7 ri? 61 Barris wrapped up the win
_
sandwiched in between Brad McGowan (33) and Wade
in the quarter. Tiger forward attempts from the field while 51-45.
bard Momarisl
fg ft pi tp with 34 seconds left when she
of 60. "We are eal good on the
Beckman (25)of Ballard Memorial inc rebeend battle.
Ed Harcourt scored on the the Bombers hit only
2 5 1 -9
hit two more free throws for a
Newton
press a
that is _whet it Geveden
7 '4 2 111
66-59
lead, the final score thus
2 2 4 6
finally ook to keep Murray Curtis
6 5 4 17
being on the board.
.
awa from the basket. In the Buchanan
3 Se 4 12
McGowan
-Murray wound up hitting 18
fi t half we used every Smith
I 0 1 0
of 25 from the freethrow bee:
.
ense that
and they Cavanaugh
72 24 18 60
Totals
One of the other keys in the
13 13 19 16-61
ran right through them. We Murray
17
15 19 17-68 game was the play of Parrish,
Ballard
finally went to the zone press Prelirnmary: Warray47-11
who started in place of
and stopped them," Coach
Mounts. Parrish had an exWear said.
Playing Out Option
cellent game on defense and
A team effort in the fourth
RICHFIELD, Ohio (Al')- came up with two consecutive
quarter almost put the Tigers
back in the competition. Cleveland Barons General steals that helped spark a
with the victory, the season into the last period, Murray beginning to p6ld.
through
• By MIKE BRANDON
Harcourt hit a jumper from Manager Harry Howell says Racer spurt midway
held a 48-39 lead before
-We playA more 'together
Ledger & Times Sports Editor record now stands at 7-7.
e top of the key to bring goalie Gary Edwards is the second half. Also, Petrie
"We didn't really have that blowing out the Vikings with a every gage and right now,
hitting all
. Earlier this season, Murray
Murray within three points of playing Out his option with the played very well,
High girls' coach Rick Fisher good of game until the last 14-6 last quarter surge.
we're just about where -we
Ballard at 57-60. With a little National Hockey League Club five of her shots.
High-scoring Liz Weglecki wantA be.
threatened to lock his team up quarter," Fisher said.
"Parrish really played well
better than three minutes left and will become a free agent
"We'd get out in front by 10 scored 20 points in the contest
in the gym and let them play
felt Marlene Farrell gave in the
when she was in the game and
not June 1.
game,
all
hope
was
or 12 points then we'd let St. but only half of that total came
until they scored 50 points.
an excellent game with the
Howell said Monday efforts I was certainly pleased with
gone for the Tigers.
Laura
Now, there may be some Mary get back in the game. from the field. For Murray, way,• she ran the offense and
to negotiate a new contract the play we had from
Willie
Perry
and
Brad
her
Gates
had
by
far
other coaches wanting to lock But in the last quarter, we three players were in t
Jaina Washer also had the
Petrie.
failed,
and
Edwards
Taylor_both fouled out as the had
playing digits as Jaina Washer
started
d same kind,of game. Griffith
the Tiger girls up in the really
option to become a best rebounding game and
Bombers
started
chiving
•
for
signed
an
gym...but only for a different together and played some of Catherine Simmons each probably hid her. best game the
Barris got back to her old self
basket. Perry and Taylor, free agent at the end of the
while and we also had fine play off
after being hampered by the
reason this time. It seems the our finest all-around ball of tossed in 14 po
both
stored
in
double
figures
semenMarlene Farrell ded 12.
the bench from Krista Russell
Tiger girls are coming into the season," Fisher added.
The Barons obtained flu," Coach Smith added.
for-Murray.
Murray led 18-12 at the end
and Candy Jackson.
The Racer women were to
their own as a team.
The Ballard lead Wrested Edwarda last winter from the
The two teadis were even in
have' hosted Vanderbilt this
Murray High made it four of the first period and by inLos
Angeles Kings.
"But one of the keys for us steadily in the final minutes of
consecutive wins Monde* termission,the Tiger girls had the rebound department with
action. Jeff Kursave scored
night as they cruised to a 62-45 worked the margin out to each club getting 40. Simmons was the consistent play of the
final points for Murray in a
Win at Paducah St. Mary. And seven points at 34-27. Going had 10 rebounds to lead the Alexander. She played well at
Tigers while Fthysa Griffith both ends of the floor and .defiant, though futile gesture,
freshman
Tonya really did a good job of to end the game at 68-61
and
The story of the game is best
Alexander had eight apiece. defensing Weglecki. Tonya
Both teams shot well from the had her intimidated inside.
We are looking for qualified men to'open
"If we can just get some
stripe. St. Mary stayed in the
and operate my man's fashion stores game with 19 of 25 foul breaks from the weather in
and campus shops.
shooting while the Tigers this final week, we'd like to get
a couple of more wins and that
made 14 of 23.
• I will personally work with you in
would really send us into the
this unique business program.
some
"The difference for us is district tournament with
•Our national expansion offers.
that we're starting to get real momentum," Fisher added
team play out of everybody,"
afuture to profit-oriented,
The Tiger girls were to have
Fisher said.
-dedicated men.
but
hosted Farmington tonight
•Company finaticing-a-nd "We had three people in the game has been called off
training available to Ole
double figures in this game due to the weather. Murray
Thursday
will
host
Mayfield
•
•
right person.
and our big people are starting
All Murray & Calloway County
Copies from our new,
tu come through for us. We then a tough Fulton County
•If you have a minimum of
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
had been getting scoring qnly Friday.
$25,000 to invest and want
something else They re
from our guards but Simmons
a dignified community
Nerrey
rich, black Solids are
came through with 14 and
(Sizes 4-X Large)
fg ft Pt tp
business, please call collect,
14
2
completely
filled Some say
4
Griffith had some big baskets Jain& Washer
3 12
5
Farrell
or write:
they
look
as
if
they
re
been
and really played welLon the Griffith
3 6
3
.
Sale Price $2495
2 .8
printed See for yourself, no
1
Alexander
-boards.
2 14
4
Simmons.
obligation
Call us
2
4
"When our inside people Russell
3
2 2
1
come through like that, it Jackson
0
Garfield
evens out and makes us more
Totals
dangerous offensively, since
$495
our guards have been doing W mkt
3 4
1
the bulk of the scoring.
4 2
1
2 2
1
"The girls now have a little
1 0
0
_taste of victory and like it. Our gabs
1
....-1
1 16
gills are learning to accept
' 111-41210 Tales and realize-their sem- --and_ we're real. SLIOR
11-15 11 }-:15

Is
62-45 Win Over Vikin

"A Business Opportunity
for the Right Man"

4 ....k.%
Tic"

1Zr

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

School Jackets

*School Tobaggans
.

$295

..,Itillitstit=

• 40,

141-62

By The Associated Press
The Ohio Valley Conference
basketball race is going down
to the final day of the regular
seeker - and possibly
couple of days beyond.
Middle Tennessee--State*
chance to . clinch the _Wit
Monday night fell to
AlUttiR Pea 00shoo
Second-place East'Tennessee
pulled to Just half a gamer
,behind-hrwalloping league.
doormat Morehead State 7461.
Meanwhile, _-_,Ealiterri
Kentucky beet Tennessee
Tech, 78-64, and Western
Kentucky _pulled it a 101:1-98
overtime win over Murray.
Unless Middle Tennessee
6eats iikeetern ICentuck
Saturday night in Bowling
Green, xy.;- and-East Ter'
nessee drops its contest at Tennessee Tech, the 01
champion 41.11 in doubt Uri
Morehead visits Johnson Cityt
Tenn., Monday night for *
make-up game.
In the other games Saturday
night, Morehead plays at
Eastern Kentucky and Austin
Peay travels to Murray.

For
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Atkins Claims Carroll
ed' Figures

t4.I ASSIII-13.10-111
1. Notice

2 Notice

Pit with Dindaz
piss mono csavsnient than
yragefrvits • 140 satisfying
bgley
mob nad Ina
Ong.

the office."
the record straight."
Atkins said Carroll has Gary Auxier, the governor's
painstakingly illustrated a press secretary, said Carroll
recommended appropriation would have no further 'comto his office which supposedly ment and staids by Ms
totals $3.9 million over the previously expressed views.
Appropriations
The
next two fiscal year, but "this
is not so" because only Committee is in the final week
$100,000 has been earmarked. or two of public hearings. It
Atkins said Carroll claimr1 has not indicated what it will
the difference could be earned recomniend on the Atkins
by chargingotate agencies for funding issue.
audits, but admits no money
for such payments has been
Bowling
allottedto the agencies.
Standings
He said the governor would
Crossword Puzzler
Dillar or Dollar
have Kentuckians believe that
58 Surfeit
ACROSS
Fri. Morning Ladies
p Mans
the alternate plan would save
Bowling
League
•
. name•
W L
hock
taxpayers $3.6 million in Team
.
M.FA.
.......,
Ins.
Si 21
Pronoun
general fund money brining Tiny Tots
DOWN
26
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a Send forth
31
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agency fees - mainly from Ky. Lake OilCo.
_
12 Anger
Astro
Wash
Car
302
ti3u.
_.,
,
-'licenses-to pay for audits. - Fira
-dise-Kerusels , ‘ in . do
A
body
in play
"Anyway you look at it, it's Allen-lbompson Chrysler....40 36
2 Macaw
Purchase Tire
14 Imprudent
'3Il 37
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Boone Launtiry-Cleaners
Ws 3944
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15 Unproductive
M Kt
said. "Twisting facts and T.V.Servire Center
mark-,
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Game
(SC)
4 At that
19 Note of
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621
time
Scale
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that nothing is saved T.V.Senrice Center,
fact
Chicken
5
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Oil
Lake
Ky.
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Ill
when you rob Peter to pay - - • . HighleamGamerfley 6 ieufeeic,
-13xsi tmte
•
42 Pale '
deity .
23 Antlered
M.F.A. Ins
820
Paul."
21 Watch
43 Household
Co.
Oil
Lake
animal
Ky.
796
7 Engine
poCket
Atkins said Carroll makes it Boone Laundry-Cleaners
'789
pets
8 Transgre%.s 24 Approach
22-Church
High Team Series(SC)
- appear that recovering audit
44 Landed
25 Existed
bench
9 Parent
Co.
Oil
Lake
Ky.
1703
Man's
icollog 1
26 Possesses 45
costs Rom federal programs T.V.Service Center
23 Supercilious
1694
nickname
28 Obese
10 Small
Person
new
great
a
Ina
"is
M.F.A.
possible
1689
when
46 Carry
29 Bitter
island
25 Armed
is
this
fact
in
wheq
inovation,
.
..
Newl..
4Ei
.
1-1-Beicoms--_----Kritclo
orilftei •
2286
" - 30 Gr.ant-uSe 49 Small r_ug 'being chine (correntiy) and M.F.A. Ina
Pronoun,
offor
Take ' - ' 31 0
- (sc) , 2200
16_ttfoetyhti
spread
27
would create no new s- avings." IlnY T.43High Ind Game
50 Lamprey
_0,me,iv
--13frntr
51 Hawaiian
223
The auditor asked again Jane McCuistan
18 River in
33 Insane
28 Distant
wreath .
Parks
196
why his agency of all in state Jana
34 Goddess
Siber Ca
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Atkins, a political foe of the
administration, said his
missive is in response to a
letter sent to the governor just
before Atkins' appearance
week
last
before the
legislative Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
He said Carroll supposedly
was trying to clear up
"general misunderstandings"
and in response, the auditor
said, "I am compelled to set
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3E7TER TAKE TkE
ATTENOANCE RIGI-IT AWAY.
- MAA.M...YOAIRE GONNA
BE_EitiORT ONE PUPIL:

I'VE BEEN HAVING TROUBLE
STAYING AWAKE,MARGE ..
IF
SEE .ME OOZE
OFF, DO 50ViErt-iING
TO WAKE .ME UP..

qOU

'

NANCY
ED
I SHOULD HAVE E
THAT I FOUND A BOX OF
PL AY MONEY

I JUST
FOUND A
BOX OF
MONEY

Fry2 1

BEETLE BAILEY
BECAUSE I'M
GOING TO WORK
IN THE GARDEN!
I NEED MY

6ARDENIN6

I'LL
NEVER
N PERSTAND
WOMEN

THEY NEED
A SPECIAL
OUTFIT
FOR
EVERYTHING

lir
•ie

1•1•
'

HAT/

*BON
Moo
AuTg.
BLONDIE

•

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
D'S §HIRTS N' THINGS
in Aurora, 4744890.
Compare! Poly-feld
vest, $8.50. Mens light
blue dress jeans, $9.95.
Other bargains. Let- tering and decals.

If You
Need Them:
fife
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Ernerneney
Humane Society
... „
ContAfeleririte
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needi me
learn To Read

753-1441
753-1621
753-6951
753-9331
783-5-111-

PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets lowas 24 cents,#
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
may
Office
be
reached on 753,
1916 and 753-1917
#1111111mmair.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
Publication.

INSULATION
No Shortage
BLOWN
(for Attics)

FOAM
(for Walk)

t°

2411

I.
41IN
1 )
*lob

s5:1")%•

LISTEN TO
NKEN LOUTf V DRUNK
THIS WOULDN'T I HAVEN'T HER YAKKING.
SOUNDS
HAVE HAPPENED A HAD A
LIKE HOesiE.
DRINK
IF YOU HAP
siNCE
STAYED soseR.
BREAKFAST!

-

UPRIGHT PIANO,good
condition. 115. Call 7534968.

Material and equipimmediately
ment
available for dealers.

CHENOWETB
INSULATION CO.
Call Coned
642-8522
NO Inn An
Pant is •

55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tiie
Marble
&
617 So. 9th

BELTONE
FACTORY
fr0s1; batteries. Malik.
Drugstore, Miir'rat, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

.7A,
..-'i; ,- ..A00

\

I

\

Engine Repair
IlIghay 44 WS
753-040

CARD OF THINKS
THE FAMILY of Ray B.
Smith will always
remember with heartfelt gratitude your
kindness for every
beautifutfloral offering,
the delicious fsqlEvery word and 'aCt of
kindness was_ deeply,
appreciated. May God
bless you for
your
kindness. The Family.
6 Help Wanted

Waitress
Only
Apply in person at

AIR CONDITIONER,
12,000 BTU. Two years
old. $115. Call 753-8438.

Pagliai's

N)
AO

18 Sewing
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Minerva
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply wotsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering W-eigbe
Many pattern books and,_
--leaflets'.-Over*designsin painted latch hook
canvas. Comptete-color -line of pre-cut or skein
fug yarn. All -typois
and
embroidery
needlepaint. Complete
line of accessories for all.
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also Orofessional
monogramming done by
77' _Eva.„Phone 753-1855.

WORLD BOOK
Child
Craft. Sales
representative wanted. Call
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-7877
after 5 p.m. 143.

TD 14 DOZER with low
boy in good condition
„ For $10,000. Call 901-2352704.
•566t JY

- Wooden IllekZ
Me Peony 25 yrs.
1.0
-• TOP S Posy
(m) •
Item 1%0-0 Small
Pussy
Dote
1 $ NOM Penny.25 yrs.
Pins
ProsFrs.
tan Gift
Our
Mrs
Piss Our Free Onseliers
Snarl $3.15 and .15 Postage
Si:
JIM(MINIM & CO.
I$.s Pi.na,Ifleeremot Wive

IELREll MENNE
F111.1. Olt PANT OATS
Men or Women over 18
with automobiles are
needed in Murray and
Aurora. Delivery starts about March 7. Send
name, address, age,
telephone
number,
type of auto,insurance
company and hours
available on a post
card to D. D. A. Corp.,
Box 32V The Ledger
and Times.
4444•11/144014,0e'
• W1

NOTICE

INPERSONS
TERESTED in 2nd or
3r4 income. Capable of
earning $500 to $800
extra per month. Call
for appointment only
753-3763.

WANTED DEALERS:
To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every
home and building owner can use it. We are the
only manufacturer that trains how to install with
on the Job training and by factory experienced
installers. No fees of any kind. We are only interested in selling this foam insulation and equipment that we manufacture. Can be applied all
year round. Write: Imperial Coatings &
Chemicals,4700 Wissahickon Ave., Phila., Penn.
19144 Mr. Warren Toll Free 1400-523-3604 or 215844-0706.

10. Business Opportunity
HOMEWORKERS -$500
cash in advance to stuff
1000 envelopes. INFO;
self-addressed stamped
$2
and
envelope
(refundable).
FREEDOM 719, Box
20451-FR, Columbus OH
43220.
LOANS AVAILABLE fOr
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
tup to $25,000, farm loans
some 61
2 per cent loans.
/
All projects considered.
Call
1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p. m.,7
days a week.

SALES CAREER
LIMITER TlyIVEL '
We are manufacttrers of chemical specialties for the

stitutional and commercial markets.

Mistrial, in-

If you are a hard worker with irstrong desire to succeed,(sales execi=e optional) we will invert or, time and money to help you
rr
successful
Our senior salesmen earning $111,000 to $45,000.
$200 to $350 weekly draw and incentives against liberal commission.
Expense alloirance while training. Excellent fringe benefits
Management opportunity
•
Send resume to:
NM MUM 0111111111A1
P.41. MI
11111111111111VOL

sun

--

' 4.....,C4(147.--USIKDAJA.Otin•g--1--''.
iii7

GIBSON L6-A guitar with
case. Two years old,
excellent condition. Call
753-8046.

The application of Heritage Broadcasting
Company, Inc. for a new standard broadcast
station at Murray, Kentucky, was tendered for
filing with the Federal Communications Commission oil June 30, 1776. The application
requests a construction permit for a new Class
II-B standard broadcast station to operate
fulltimean a frequency of 1000 kHz with a power
of 250 watts. The proposed transmitter site will
be located on Poor Farm Road, 0.5 mile west of
U. S. Hwy. 641, with antenna height of 876 feet
AMSL The proposed main studio will be located •
at 507 North 13th Street in Murray. The officers,
directors and/or 10% stockholders of the applicant are Thomas L Walker,Kenneth C. Imes,
and Bethel Richardson. A copy-of the application
and related material are on file for public inspection during normal business hours at J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home, 201, S. 3rd Street,
Murray,Kentucky.

WORK AT HOME - Stuff
& address envelopes. $50
to $250 weekly possible.
Free details, send self
stamped
addressed
envelope; Allstate
Mailing, P.O. Box
8520 DW, Pembroke
Pines, FL 33024

CASH-PAID for .old gold,
g.old rings, old eye
glasses and dental gold.
Call 759-1613 after 6
o'clock.

"FUNMACHINE
-BALDWIN organ. Fun
for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.
across from the post
- office, Paris, Tenn."

Momom.9. 11116

WANTED-MATURE
person for receptionist
for doctors office. Must
have good clerical skills
and love working with
people. Send resume to
MCC, Box 631, Murray.

- Nettles.
a

Eadsido Small

_ WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.

3 Card 0! Thaqs

14 Want TO But

\'

' Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

FOR SALE

Murray Nome
and Auto
Cbesiset St.

Day Time
153-66n
753-1583
753-09/9
753-NEED
7P MK

ColiiR-

•

at

1533535

Social Concern
Committee and
The Ledger St
Times

JUST A
‘A/PONG NUmBER
WiTH A• GIFT
FOR GAB'

V11

11

15. Articles For Sale

Wholesale
Prices

White and
Galvanized
All Lengths
, and Sizes.

BEATEN DOWN carpet
paths go when Blue
Lustre arrives. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
OAK AND HIC43AY
firewood - for sale.
haul
Delivered or
yourself. Call after 6:30
m.436-4731.

HEATER,
ELECTRIC
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews,$34.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

GUTTERING

BIBLE FACTS - Don't
put off until tomorrow
what you should have
done yesterday! Start
serving God today!,
James 4:14 says, "For
what is life! It is even a
vapour, that appe,areth
for a little time,and then
vanisheth away." For
Bible study, individual
or by phone call 753-0984.

7

,

WANT TO BUT John
Deere Lawn moyier. 10,
12 or 14 horse. Call 435-

FOR
WATKINS
Products,
Contact
Holinan Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

-Grapefruit

By SY RAMSEY.
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API State Auditor George Atkins
says' that Gov. 3ulian Carroll
has manipulated figures
relating to the auditor's office,
to make less look like more,
and wrong look like right."
He made the allegations
Monday in 'a letter to
newspaper editors throughout
the state.

14. Want To Esso

Or Ogee WIfree 1411114311-flos.
.

Ant •equal

"

•

. •tierrseou.
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& Pest Control
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TWO BEDROOM fur- FOR REAL ESTATE 114
nished, all electric '78 - Contact KOPUD REALTY 753home. Ys block from
12
January and
campus. References and
deposit required. No FebrilluT sales indicate
pets. Prefer couples. a very active year in the
, Call 753-9829 after 5 p.m. real estate market. Let
us assist you in selling
your home and-or
ONE BEDROOM fur- locating a fine new home
nished apartment in 1978; We have 5 fullsuitable for married time sales professionals
couple or single. Call to assist you in any type
real estate transaction.
753-4806.
WhYnbt give us a cell at
36 For Rent Or Lease
753-1222. Kopperud
Realty makes buying
and selling real estate
Mini
elsy for you.
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
Purdont1 Thurman
sl 753-4758

fiuCAS

' 1976 VEGA Hatchback
with air. Excellent
condition. $1595. 1803
College Farm Rd.

GREAT ROOM for great
people. EccreonliPillY
built home...fireplace
with heatalator, heat
pump, central electric
heat and air, 3 bedroom
and 2 full baths...Many
other extras...priced in
the 30's. Call 753-1492
Loretta Jobe- Realtors.

1974
GREMLIN
5
cylinder, automatic, air
condition, power brakes,
luggage rack, one
owner. $1890. Call 7536816.
1986 VALIANT, t„„door
with straight shift, slant
six engine. Call 753-7456
after § p.m.

FOR SALE by owner
house and 3.3 acres, 2
Miles from Murray.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
Phone 753-3914
carpeted with fireplace.
1970 FORD VAN Rvaches, Sliver Fist.
Built-in appliances. Lots
customized; 40,000
and Shrubs
of cabinets and closets.
miles, automatic shift,
Patio overLooking
;
31/3r4
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
19711 tfilifed eithweiSindicalw Inc
private lake. Barn
2-21
tame*
12500,00.
suitable for horse or
1
pony, plus outside "11 WAS 3US1 ABOUT 11-1(9 TiME TWO 50. Campers
sterage betiding the
A60 GOVTHIS -IPrA FOR CAMPER TRAILER.
Insurance & Real Estate shop. All on beautifully MAKING A MILLION, BUT 1fl-4E IRS
27. Mobile Home Sales
Self contained, 20'
landscaped wooded
Southsid• Court Squcleat
DIDN'T SEE IT MY WAY."
Unique, 1971 model. Air
38. Pets - Supplies
acres. Priced low 40's.
Murray, Kentucky
condition. Roll out side
Call 753-9850.
1971 12 x 65 1'42 baths, 3
753-4451
awning. Gas or electric
AUSTRALIAN
bedroom, unfurnished.
refrigerator. With
Shepherd puppies for
Call 753-9570.
ShoWUsed onTy. elite.
sale Six weeks old. Call SPIC & SPAN - Very neat
For details call 753-8218
492-8607 after 6 p.m.
three bedroom brick
The Phone
NEW
THREE
1975 12 x 703 bedroom,14'2
between 5 and 9 p.m.
home with central heat
Numhir
In
BEDROOM
Brick
bath. All electric. AKC TOY POODLE,
and air located norveneer.
Ready
for
ocCentral air. Call 437puppies. 5 weeks old.
thwest of Murray.
cupancy. Fulton Young
4054.
$65.00 and $70.00. Call
Phone KOPPERUD-'Realty:, 753-7333 52T-8503.
"REALTY, 753-1222 for
5271468 7539625
Real
Estate Needs
on all
IOFAHYVI
1975 WINDSOR Deluxe,a
homes listed- for sale
Is
68 ACRES located east of
lifroom
--,-2-baith 14 X 70
through the Murray-Puryear,
central air and heat.
Tn.
on
_len Travel •
County
FUMY eirrpe
-Tedblacktop road.- his can
--SIXTY-FOUR--acres-of--Trailers
46 Homes For Sale
sloe Off,
good
farmland
for
sale.
Multiple
'Listing
Serbe bought for less than
stereo, drom_ kitchen.,
*Yr off
Pap.ligp
,
Mita
11111
ttldcated
inGraves
vice.
already furnished. Also
1600.00 per acre. About
County. Farm has two
Al used Campan $50
"off
55 acres are tendable. FOR SALE BY OWNER
V. W. Fastback. Call
This applies to all Campers
large grain storage bins, NEW LISTING - Near
618424-4796.
Nearly 76-per cent of-the - two bedroom brick06C:based beloiV1=146.
. .
tObacco barn with side
the university on aquiet,
.fent-has goodbarb Wire
home:- Carpet, drapes,
The
only
cure
for
sheds,
tool
Cabin
Fever
house,
two
tree-shaded street is this
fencing.
TWO TRAILERS mad 4
John
central heat and air with - is the outdoors and the best
C.
bedroom
house
and
is
way
a
to
enjoy
ranch
the
outdoors
3
bedroom
brick
is
acres of lant_Call 437Neubauer, Realtor, 505
10' x 12' storage
with
kiirt Camper. Our
After Roars
This is located
home just waiting for
Main St, 753-0101 - 7534484.
w
building. Three miles
special prices make this
on a good gravel Mad
759-1716
remedy easy to take.
753L
your- family.Faiilly
North of Mayfield. Call
only One Inge- froth
Bank financing available.
,*
carpeted
ifi•ougWout,
Murray after 6 lim..759blacktop state road.
White's
1967 HERMITAGE
home has living room, JUST LISTED 2 bedroom
4881.
,
.Camper
, Sales
Thinking of buying a
Illubsey kel • 4 miss hen lionsy.
trailer. 121 65. Central
dining room,large den
BY OWNER - A -verY
frame, recently
house
.FRAME
SMALL
P$4411161--farm,
then
you
will
want
atair, heat; fireplace and
arid abundant sibrage
attractive home,f3 large
very
redecorated
to consider this one. Call
bar. Call 759-1951 after 6
bedrooms, PI baths, and lot. Has barn Call
areas. Phone KOP- • clean, located on ap51 Services Offered
Bob Rodgers,753-7116 or
p.m.
large kitchen, attached 75S-7369.
PERUD REALTY, 753proximately 1 acre lot.
John C. Neubauer,
ALL
TYPES ba,c1thoe and
garage,floored attic, all
1222 of -come by our
Priced in_ the teens.
BEDROOM on
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Realtor, 505 Main St.
septic tank work. Field
conveniently located
carpet, custom drapes, THREE
We'd like to hear from
1
753-0101 0r753-7531.
tile lines instilled, 28central -beat and 'air, South 13th Street. With
office in Tie White Houle
you. That's rig-fit, we
MOBILF ROMPcpaces
garage -years -experience.
land,
acre
-o(
o
r
large
fenced
Building,
711
Mair
-Alot,
from
to
hear
would
like
for families. Coach
Call 753Licensed through Health
backyard, • mid-30', behind house.
all your real estate
you when you have a
Estates
and
Fox _
'
8541.
Department. Call Rex.
-Meadow
Green
Acres.
needs.
a.
need.
In
estate
real
Meadows, South 16th,
Camp, 753-5933.
Call 753-9732 or 762-6970. 48. Automotive Service
very real sense, this
753-3855.
your
office
is
ANOTHER
NEW
BARGAIN: CAR bat- HAVING TROUBLE
headquarters and our
LISTING - House and
TWO 2 bedroom trailers.
teries, Willard brand, 2
getting those small
staff is here to help you,
14 acres located 3L-2
Call 753-0957.
year guarantee, $20.99;
plumbing jobs done?
Realty
Spann
Guy
or
753-1492
us
at
Call
miles southwest of
3 years guarantee,
call 753-6614.
Then
•
Tour
key
People
stop by your real estate
Murray. Home is
MOBILE HOMES and
$24.99; 4 year guaranIn Reel 1state"
1200
center
at
service
remodeled with new
tee, $26.36; 5 year INSULATION BLOWN in
mobile home spaces for
753-7724
Sycamore, Loretta Jobs
Nem. 641 Nertb. Attractive
central heat and air,
I/01 Sycamore - 41strrit7, By.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
guarantee, $30.99; 5.
by Sears save on these
%sae sad Brick 3 bedroom ,
Realtors.
fireplace in greatroom,
Call 753-3280.
year 'guarantee,'
high
heat and cooling
hems. 1% we weeded let.
attached breezeway and
maintenance free,
Coat. beat &air. Breplasa. 1
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
30. Business Rentals
garage,
and
completely
car gangs. tarps perch asid
$34.99. Wallin I-lardfor free estimates.
new throughout. Home
pada. $43,1199.
ware,Paris.
CLEAN-UP or body shop.
still needs carpet laid
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Call 753-5311.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
and trim work comSears Continuous gutpleted. Phone KOPF. Property 41 awe farm
1977 FORD F150,4 x 4,351
ters installed per your
TWO CAR CLEAN up
wirk opproakaately 35" was
PERUD REALTY, 753engine, power, AM-FM
specifications.
Call
larksey
teadaide. tweed W
or body shop building
1222 or visit our officeot
radio, white sport
Sears 753-2310 for free
cewwsiwity.
Call 759-1951 after 6 p.m.
711 Main. We are
wheels,' air, automatic,
estimates.
working hard to provide
A
lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
the best possible real
tool box on side. Call 489- CHANGE
THAT
FOR RENT
753-3263 Anytime
estate service for you.
2666.
damaged carport to a
HOME PLEASES EYE
17 x 80 Building in
specious
addition.
Dixieland
Center
PRICE PLEASES BUDGET
PEAL T i RS
GATESBORO
1973 BUICK Riviera, fully
Remodeling, repairs,
Available March 1.
RESIDENTIAL LOT.
equipped. 1975 Chevrolet
aluminum siding,
Brick, 2 bedrooms, large kitchen, panelled den,
1978. Complete with
wide, 200' deep on
4 wheel drive, fully
120'
roofing, aluminum
big
utility
garage,
new
carpet
room,
attached
air conditioning and
Circle.
Gatesborough
equipped, wide tires and
and freshly painted inside. 2 outbuildings. 1 acre
awnings. Call 437-433E
heat. Call 753-4041.
wheels. Call 474-2384.City water and sewers.
wooded lot. Hwy. 94 W. in Lynn Grove. Only
South 12th at Sycamore
$31,900. ACT FAST!!!
Priced right to sell
D
AND
J
CON32 Apartments For Rent
quickly. $4,950 ...Act
1975 GMC pickup High
TRACTORS, building,
TELEPHONE 753.1051
Sierra, air conditioned.
Now. Call or come by 105
remodeling, repairs,
ONE ROOM efficiency
power 'aluminum - siding,
Automatic,
EXECUTIVE HOME IN
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
apartment near camsteering and brakes.
GATESBOROUGH Real Estates, 753-8080.
roofing. From the
pus. Furnished. $85-00.
17,000 actual miles.
This
home
has
smallest to the most
Call 753-4453.
105 N. 12th Street
$3975. Call 753-9920 or
everything for comLOCATED SIX miles
complete job. Call 437753-8080
753-3000.
fortable, convenient
New
of
4338.
I southeast
NICE FURNISHED 1
WITH
THE
FRIENDLY
OFFICE
TOUCH
PROFESSIONAL
THE
family living. Many
Concord, 185 acres. This
bedroom apartment.
1966 CHEVROLET, 283
•
Moody 753-9036 Warren Shropshire 7534277
FENCE SALES at Sears
outstanding
features
many
has
property
Inquire at 100 South 13th
automatic. $150. Call
Barbara Erwin 753-4136 • B. B. Nook 753-2387
now. Call Sears 753-2310
including
heat
pump,
farfrom
potentials,
Street.
- 753-845T or 753-3635.
Home! Miller 753-7519 Revises Moody 70-9036
for free estimates for
large
and
lovely
rning to development.
your needs.
fireplace
in
den,
road access
Good
NEW TWO BEDROOM
van,
ECONOLINE
1967
spacious
2
car
garage,
3
the
by
maintained
Townhouse apartment.
excellent condition. Call
FOR INSULATION
bedrooms, 2,A2 baths,
county. Call John
Range, refrigerator,
753-2571.
needs. Call Jackson
tastefully
decorated
with
check
or
Neubauer
disposal,
dishwasher,
Purchase Insulation,
throughout. We feel this
our office John C.
washer and dryer
1976 MUSTANG, 27,000
759-1820.
is
the
best
Realtor,
505
home
in
the
Neubauer,
carpet,
hookup, all
miles. Factory mags. 6
mid 50's on today's
Main St. 753-0101 or 753central heat and air.
cylinder. Like new.
WILL HAUL driveway
market. Let us tell you
7531.
Call 753-7550.
Must sell. Call 753-9906.
rock, lime, sand and
more about it! Phone
decorative rock. Also
KOPPERUD REALTY,
1974 VOIXS*AGON
grain hauling available.
753-1222 anytime.
super Beetle. New tuneCall Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 753-6763.
up and battery. Red with
LOOKING FOR that
beige interior, $1875.
special lot to build on
WET BASEMpIT? We
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
Call 753-6103.
this spring? Look no
owning your own,PLUS;-no utilities, insurance,
make wet basements
further! Located in
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
dry, work completely
1968. FORD GALAXIE,
lovely
Canterbury
with complete privacy and easy access.
guaranteed. Call or
automatic, power
Estates we have an ideal
write Morgan Consteering, 302 V-8 motdr.
Coll 753-3744 days
lot for a split level. Take
New Listing
struction
Co., Route 2,
,‘
Good
gas
mileage.
a
look at this lot located
or 753-7618 nights
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
Older home priced to sell fast just listed in Hazel.
Ashley wood stove
at 1514 Oxford Drive
42001. Phone day or
Home is in very good condition and has had
without jacket. Call 436then call Linda Drake,
recent redecoration and addition of insulation.
night 442-7026.
=34.
753-0492 or come by our
Very econon3ical. utility bills and excellent
office for further
bargain at $14,900.
details. Be ready to
build this spetng. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
OPEN WEEKDAYS
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
Moa.-Wed.
'House
753-7531.
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS •HOSpifirij
ep•••••4 *sr AI
*me ••••4
'fan D. sal 4,1 ON, uper.we MIMI 0*
1.111.*•6•4
100 Sotith 13th St.
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43. Real Estate

=UM ME=1111111

Murray

759-1707

The Nelson
Shroat Co,
Realtors

I

WILSON

51 5erv•ces Offered

51 Serv.ces Otfred

CUSTOM. Upholstery.
Free estimates. Call 436-

ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8641.
WATCH AND CLOCK
.repairOt. All, work
guara-riteed-. 108 Riviera
Ct. Call 759-1231.
LICENSED -ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
Whit" 753-0605:MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPIN
sealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial;Rex Camp,
t5,1-3933.

QUALITY SERVICE ,
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
Plesident. Phone 7539210.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
_ needs. ALlo
. septic tank'

cleaning.- Call- Jahn

Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

RENT R1NSENVAC
Ns ether "de-it-weirsalf"
emiebod cleans carpets askt.Sff
3a t-

pound portable power.
house does all the wort

WY-alai:and vacudins

out deep down dirkend
Si

eSVeip,

KOIIOMICAUY-

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
i1lu:401g. heating anti
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
DRIVEWAYS and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates Clifford
Garrison,-753-5429 after
4 p. m.
KDIBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.

professionals do-at
a fraction of the coat ..411114
eds.

/7
...-IYOU-SAVE-UP-T0
/
,
100
,7)
$2S.nOPE
.11:
.OMP

I Reid fee eddy siLid•iley

Bel-Air Defier St..'.
1144k QM. MASI -

WANT TO DO babysitting
in'my home during days.
Excellent care. Ages 2
and up. Call 759-1916.

Cleaned up and ready to move in. This fine home
was custom built for comfortable living. 3300 sq.
ft. of hying area with LEL; DR,3 BR,family room
with beautiful fireplace ik Slid-mg glass doors to' patio. Custom built kitchen, 2 -baths - one with
sunken tub, large utility room, recreation room
& 2 car garage sitting on approx. 2 acres. This
home contains the finest materials. The
reproduction cost of this home would be much,
much higher than the listing price of $57,500,,
Located 8 miles east of Murray on.Hwy.94. Call
today to see.

e Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTOR
_Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

759-1707
'Helping p•ople Is our business

Evenings:
Nelson %root 759-1716
Marie Nicks 759-1056

BOYD-MAJOR
ESTATE
REAL

I

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Roared sad reedy. Up to 12 21. Also bars style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ed-bns, end patios, or U BUILD, pre cut completely reedy
to assemble up to 24 i 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

ATTENTION BUSINESSES

Expert G. E.
T. V. Repair

KOPPERUD
REALTY

22 Years Experience
Service The Day You Call

M

711 Mein

- 7f3-1222

George Gallagher 7534121 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-1302 WA loppered 753-1222
altierheris 759-4900

Murray Appliance
140,

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

Calls

Fri. & Sal 6-230
Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.

nth,
•

1

1

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
teRribl erce icL d9v,
ond night-appointments.
0'1,•

r

ZYMURGY
May bethelast word in the dictionary, but this is
the last word in home value...Immaculate 4
bedroom creation., formal dining room,
fireplace in family room, 21•4 baths, double
garage and many other extra's. Call 753-1492,
you'll be glad you did.
I...

-
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Ears Knight Rites
--"aireidts1

Being Held Today
The funeral for Earl Knight
is being held today at one p.m.
at the chapel. 4, the . Max
Churchill FuneraT Home with
the Rev. Virgil Blankenship
officiating. Burial will follow
at a later date at the Outland
Cemetery.
s Mr. Knight, age 61, .a
resident of Parker City-rinif,--folinerly • of Murray, died
Friday at 9:40 p.m. • •at • the •
-Randolph County Hostlital,
Muncie,Ind.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Joretta Butler Knight;
two daughters, Miss Linda
Knight, Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs:
Sylvia Wheeler, Carson City,
Nevada; three so_ns,Janiqi.
Selma, Ind., Tommy, Hamtramck, Mich., and Ronnie,
Hazel Park, Mich.; one sister,
\ Mrs. William KirnbrO, Murray
oute Seven; five _grand- _

dren. .

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Matthews

Legislators Return For Eighth
Week Of General Assembly
By MARIA BRADEAI
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky,(AP)7- Kentucky.
.
legislators returned today for the
eighth week of the 1978 General
4semb1y, facing a lengthy agenda of
bills awaiting consideration, including
some controversial measures.
The, sesionS will, get,
prcigrassively.
*longer as the clOck rims-telt, and less
than a month is left until adjournment.
Among the bills posted !or een-Sideration-bY the—House is one that
would - remove the state requirement
that motorcyclists wear helmets. The
measure is opposed by Gov. Julian
•

MATH BOWL—The Calloway County Math Bowl contest
Was held Feb. 10 at Southwest—Elementary School. Schools participating were
North, failt, and Southwest
Calloway, with the latter team composed of Darrell
Overby ,_Tad Dowdy, and Phillip
Orr, eighth graders, and Billy Murray, seventh
irader, as winners. Alternates for the
Southwest team were Rodney Lawrence,
seventh, and Mark Jackson, eighth.
These
"d'qs will represent Calloway
in the regional Math Bowl at Murray State
University.
They are, left to right, back row, Lawrence and
Jackson,front row, Orr, Murray, Dowdy,
and OverbeY.

Kenny Hargrove Now Stationed In Virginia
Navy Aviation Fire Control
Technician Third Class Kenny

Final rites for Mrs. Marion
Matthevie, of
E.

M. Hargrove, son of Mr. and
Mrs. MarEus G. Hargrove - of
hi,ate 5, Box
Murray Route Eight were held
Murray,
Monday at-eleven- a.m.-at-the. -,,
feeently participated in, the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
combined naval exercises
t• Mary

s-69,

and the United Kingdom for

and Italian Air Forces, plus
Spanish and U. S.
surface ships and submarines.
•

simulated combat operations, Italian,
emphasizing

antisubmarine

and air defense, amphibious
warfare and logistic- support
at,_—

Homemakers
Day Cancelled
•

,
'''. :!Icclavi9WWWARMIRASINSOMMASS424

frankfort
roundup

System.

Murray UMYF Will

brief them on the strike and the oyainns

ADYMISEMINT

Afraid You're
Going Deaf?

finalized at an

executive
committee meeting on Feb. 16
at the Triangle Inn.
The March 24th meeting will
be the quarterly luncheon at

11:30 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord _
members and associates.

David W. hell of Hopkinsville, a senior at Murray
State University, will present
a voice recital1con the campus Thursday, Feb. 23.
Scheduled to begin at 815
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the program

Southwest
Honor Roll
is Listed
The six weeks honor roll for
Southwest
Callow_ay
Elementary School has beeh

Federal State 19IKket News Service
February 21,1977 \
Kentucky Purchase Agee Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buyuitatons
Receipts: Act. 1126 F.st 4 Rarrnirs &
Gilts LOU higherSows mostly
411-- stances 1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 147.50-47.75 feW48.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
947".50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs..
346 00-47111
US 3-4260.280 lbs. .
. 145.00-46.00,
SOWS

US 1-2 270-350 lbs. ..
$39 00-40 00
US 1-2 300-500 lbs
$39.00-40.00
US 1-2450.500 lbs.
540 00-41 00
US 1-2 500-650 tbs.
$41.00-42 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
13800-39.00
Bo.srs 27.00-30.50 mostly 28 00-30 00

Farm Movement
Meeting Set
Calloway County's segment
of the American Agriculture
Movement is slated to meet
Thursday, 7 p.m., in the
county courthouse circuit

will
include
work
by
Chicago, Ill. — A free Gasparini, Handel, Legrenzi, released by Roy Cothran, courtroom.
The meeting is billed as an
offer of special interest Nyklicek, Quitter, and principal, as follows:
''everyone invited" affair.
Sixth Grade — Billy Collins,
to those who hear but do Schumann
Jeff Dowdy, Micah FAwards, "We're asking that people in
not understand words Ezell is the son of Mrs. Shannon
adjoining counties attend, plus
Ford, Andy Jobs,
Walean
Molin
of
Inbankers, businessmen. conhas been announced by dianapolis
Rhonda
McAllister
Jennifer
,
, Ind., and Walton
a spokesman for the
Beltone.
A
non- Ezell of Hopkinsville. He is Rice, Janee Sims. Leland sumers,"
on said.
operating model of the married to the former Steely, Renee Taylor, James organizati
The spokesman mentioned
Thompson
, Tim Williams,
smallest Beltone aid of Beverly Pigman and is a
that possibilly a represenits kind will be given ab- member of Alpha Chi, honor Daron Wilson, and Lori tative with the movement'
Windsor.
solutely free to anyone society. A music education Seventh - Grade — Carl from another state may attend
answering this ad- major, hell's recital is in par- Anderson, Alan Ahart, Donna the meeting. Farmers are also
tial
expected to report on a recent
fulfillment
of
the Coles, Lynne
vertisement.
Cothran, Karen
lobbying trip to Washington,
bachelor's degree in music
Dowdy,
Malcolm,
Lori
Regina
True, all hearing' education.
D. C.
Morris, and Billy Murray.
problems are not alike..
Eighth Grade — Jane Anne
. and some cannot be
Stock Market
Barrow, Mike Cooper, Tad
PROJECT
helped by a hearing aid.
Dowdy, Missy Farris, Sheila
INDEPENDENCE
But audiologists report Prices of stocks of local interest at Irvin, -Mark Jackson. Dan
What is - Project
noon Way furnished to the Ledger &
Key, Dannette Morris, Phil
Independence?
that many can. So, send Times
by 1. M Simon Co. of Murray are
Orr, Darrell Overby, and Lisa
Project Indepenfor this free model now, as follows
Industrial Avg
Phillips.
dence is a demon-390
and wear it in the
stration project for the
Airco
.. 38% J.,
privacy of your own Air
Products
elderly in the Jackson
24 um
Rev. Mattingly Will
Arnencan Motors
home. It is not a real Ashland
PurchaseIt
is
Oil
4 Lin,.
27,
A. T.& T. hearing aid, but it will Ford
designed to help oldei,.
Motor Co.....
. 41T.
persons remain in
show you how tiny Gen. Dynamics
3736 -1% Speak At Luncheon
general Motors
57*9 uric
their
own homes as an
hearing help can be. It's General llre
.alternative to entering
.
19
yours to keep, free. The Goodrich
UCM Wednesday. institutional facilities.
Gulf(hi
24% -Li. At
... ma. -55
actual aid weighs less irrm
Who is eligible?
Pennwalt .
34 -%
"The -Use of Drama and
than a third of an ounce, QuarkerOsts
Persons
who:
Media
fn
Worship"
will
be
Tappan. .
the
.8's .55
1. Are age 60 or
and it's all at ear level, Western Union
16% unc
topic of the luncheon program
Zenith Radio
12% -%
Older, AND
in one unit.
on Feb. 22 at the United
2. Need services to
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Campus
Ministry.
The
These models are
to
remain in their homes
EDT
'teY
'luenished
the Ledger
featured
speaker
will
Times
by
be
First
the
oi
Michigan.
Carp.. of
free, so we suggest you lawny,are asfneewr
(such as household
• Rev. Martin-Mattingly; pastor
write for -yours now.
chores, meals,. health
of
St.
Leo's
Catholic
Church
Heubticills
28%
needs, transportation
Again, we repeat, there Mc
Corp
- and a staff member at the
44% .'s '
ra SYsteffis
and others), AND
'
14 t -41. UCM.
is no cost, and certainly Poridero4
Gut
Kun ber Clark
3. Can not , get the
Union ca bide
37% J
.
.
Rev. Mattingly has recently
no obligation. Thousan- Wit
24% A.
Grace
services
from _any
used various kinds of
25% - Mc
Texaco .
ds have already been Genera}
other source.
F3ec
44% %.
presentations such as poetry
Mailed, so write today iisreees
If
pail-- have
reading, slides, and skit in the
23% -%
Georgia Pacific
questions
ta..DePt 5423, Belto.nt
about
services at St. Leo's.
s.F.telegt Jildentedence-....
Elettrowids—, 420T
•iftte - heir/Tem'--inte
-featir'
call Bonnie Ashby at
32.% At
12:30 to 1:20 p. m. and cost is
Victoria, Chicago,60646. Disney
354 -4
Wendy!
753-5362.
40‘4

work provisioffS4of the Taft-Hartley
Act,• asking', -congress -to enact
legislation- -permitting temporary

he is,considering Wend the

°10ffaZellaMeZMO3iStk
,V•' ,•0,

Carroll and could draw some fire when
it gets to the floor.
Another measure, Watered down
somewhat by a House corrhnittse, is
still fairly controversial. It would
provide for equitable -distribution of
students from all regions of the statefor
admission to Kentucky law, dental and
medical schooli.
The state Council on Higher
Education would have the responsibility of trying to match admissions from each Congressional
district as closely as possible with the
ratio-A-the populatiorrof each districtto
that of the entire state.

walkout if
an industry-wide contract settlement _
isn't reached.

federal seizure of coal mines or seeking

The UMW's bargaining council voted
23-16 Monday to accept a tentative PAM
contract, .
There was no immediate

legislation

industry

of-

one official said.
AFL-CIO President George Meany
said, ilowevet, vait—mt-tain with.
behind the door."

-Settleftient-retight-feern-the-basiefor-ter
indastrywide agreement for ending the
78-day .strike.

ta.

Marshall indicated "the president is
thinking in terms of what we term sett- .

ure."
Meany was in Miami Beach,Fla., for
the mid-winter session of the AFL-CIO
Executive Council, where he said he.
thinks seizure is the best alternative
open to Carter and said he would un-

derstand invoking the Taft-Hartley Act.
Each day the strike goes wisettled,
utilities throughout the Midwest
and
Mid-Atlantic states move closer
to
pursued an-alternative strategY'ehonlrl . mandatory
electricity- cutbacks to inCarter decide on tougher action tOend
dustry. In Indiana cutbacks already are
the strike.
'in forcein,
sorneareas,-and 400 workers
r

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall, on
were newly laid off, bringing the strike'Capitol Hill for talks with key
related jobless total (here.to about
congressmen, told them he has drafted
1;k00.
a contract proposal to present to the
Cszngress is thought cool to proposals
union and .the BCOA.
for gavernment intervention- requiring
Sources described`the proposal as an
special -legislation because of worries
interiniite—p-ti-k-eitettire
-Tearter selecfS 'the - mere coUld idterfire with
3ne or, a combination of three "final" . Senate debate on the Panama Canal
actions- to end the strike. The altertreaties and ,upeoming labor law
natives-include invoking the back-to- • • -legislation
.

MURRAY
RESIDENTS
We are asking all businesses in Murray to cut back their
thermostats to 60 deg. or less. This means that business
houses-which are cooperating in this emergency will be
somewhat uncomfortable to shop in. We ask that you continue to patronize these businesses because if they are uncomfortably cool this means they are cooperating to prevent
all of us from being involved in a "rotating blackout" where
electricity is cut off for a period of 2 hours.
Most of us would rather shop in an uncomfortably cool
business than to have our home cut off completely.
Most employees would rather work in a coat than to have
shortened business hours, with the resulting cut in their
paycheck.
So if the place you shop is a little uncomfortable, compliment the owner because he has the welfare of us all at
heart, and is doing his part to help us all.

PLEASE CONSERVE
BOTH ELECTRICITY
AND NATURAL GAS

-L4

Melvin B. Henley, Mtlyot.

City of Murray

Al

81.25.

ar-

"The view generally is that it might
productive to leave some doubt in
the
.ruirids of both parties whether it's
the lady or the tiger that remains

suggested. that --the teutattVe

Adzninistration officials were understood ta.,. welcome the tentative
agreement and,. to feel that it placed
increased pressie on the B(X)A.
-White- HOuse -prbass-secretary-- Jody
Powell said of the R&M agreement,
-.pis. is an interesting development
which all parties ought to seriously assess."
Meanwhile, the admini'skration

binding

be

to reach a contract settlement with the
union.
But government and

for

Carter has not yet made a final
decision on what step to take, Powell
said.

response

from the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, the major industry
bargaining arm which has been unable

ficials

calling

bitration.

Itog,Market

Robert Douglas, president,
urges all members to attend.
Plans for the meeting were

Meet On Thursday
The Murray Sub-District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship has scheduled its
combined January
and
February
meetings
on
Thursday. Feb. 23, at seven
p.m. at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
- All youth and interested
persons are invited to attend,
a fellowship spokesman said.
The officers will meet at
6:30 p.m. prior to the regular
meeting on Thursday.

-This

Coal

.•. (Continued From Page 1)

"National Week" supported
Funeral Home with the Rev,
nal Week XXIV" and - "Sardinia 78," an amphibious
Calvin Wilkins and the Rev. "-car la 78" in the landing exercise in southern
Virgil Blankenship officiating. Mediterr ean Sea.
Sardinia, conducted by the
The Arts and Crafts Display
Music was by Juanita Lee and
Italian Navy and Marines, and
He is serv
as a member
International
Day
_ Of Attack
Bobbie Biirlieen.
along with Spanish and U. S. program
uadron-176,
scheduled
for
Pall bearers er_e _ E4die hemebased at
law.,and order bill expected to..getOceans. Navy. and Marine_ .:41113.5.._ k
(
k.r.Thursday.Fet.23. at the First
Clyde Hale, Eddie Car- Naval Air Station, irginia ditional participants included
Wide-suNiertin the House would make
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
michael, Edward Hale, Milton Beach, Va„_His squaargn is German, British, Canadian
Main'Streets, Murray, by the conviction of carrying a - concealed
Outland. Aubrey Cook, and embarked aboard the airciaft _
deadly weapon a felony on the'second
Calloway
County
Jimmy Kelley. Burial was in carrier USS America.
Homemakers Clubs has been offense • or- thereafter. - The. crime is
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
joined the Navy in October
currently a misdemeanor.
cancelled, according to a
Mrs. MattheWs,' age 72.-;.•thed-• -T971:
Another measure expected to enVoktbsman for the-group.
Saturday -at 6:-30 a.m. at the
These multi- national
special event has -been. cowiter little_iLany.,opposition-is- an.Murray:-Calloway, r
maneuvers bega'n in the
administration bill that would exempt
•
cancelled-due to the weather
Hospital. She is survived by Ionian Sea • with "National
textbooks and Course materials from
The Murrs,k Chapter of the- conditions. Mrs. N. P. Cavitt is
her husband, Marion . Mat- Week XXIV." Elements of the National Association of
the state sales tax.
president of the Calloway
thews; one daughter, Mrs. U. S. Sixth Fleet joined units Retired Federa Employees
Two relatively minor consumer bills
Homemakers Clubs Council.
Walton . Fulkerson, Alm° from Italy, Germany, Canada has'scheduled it regular Mts. Jean Cloar, county are also posted. In the House, a bill
Route One; one son, Ed
would permit only; one renewal of a
meeting on Friday, Fe 24. at extension • agent in
home
Matthews, Zenia, Ohio; twO
9:30 a.m. at the Woodmen of economics,sustained a broken license for a going out of business sale
sisters. Mrs.-• Cecil
—111e
—Valifr
n6OelerreriedtThe idea is teproteet- -right apm, in a fall
. Clearwater, Fla., and Mrs.
the consumer (roil; phony going out of
Guest speaker will be\Calloway Extension office
on
DeCamp. Cape
Wayne
business sales which are extended-over
'Calleway
County
Jbdge • ttn
,
Iday "and-is now a patient
Girardeau, Mo.; ix grandRobert 9.
, who will at e Henry County General a long period.
children.
discuss the State Judicary Hospitel, Paris, Tn.

NARFE Chapter To
Hear-Judge Miller -

*

In the Senate, another consumer
week is a controversial bill that- would
rwasure would allow Kentuckians to • allow juvenile offenders over 14 to be
make their own wine for home contried as•adultS for serious and violent
sumption, in compliance with federal
crimes.
law. Existing state law places many
The Senate is also due to vote this
restrictions on home winemaking.
week on House-passed legislation to
•
legalize the manufacture and sale of the
_The Senate also will consider a
purported cancer clr_us ,Laetrile.
House-passed- hill that would arlow
Joint appriipriations and revenue
police to issue citations instead o , committee hearings continue this week
making arrests for certain violations‘- IA the proposed executive budget,
with
Individuals would be able to prepay the
the focus on thestateHuman Resutil'ees
minimum fine for the offense without
Department during the first part of the
going to court.
' week and on the state judiciary the last
Coming up in the Senate later in the
two days.

*7*
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,
A_ApThe Future Farmers of America are
working for a better, brighter tomorrow,
through the development of agricultural leadership, cooperation and citizenship ... today.
And they're' making progress every step of the
way. We firmly support the FFA Chapters of
our area and applaud all their achievements.
"Learning to do... doing to leain ...earning
to live... living to serve." Their motto is as
strong as the young people who stand behind
it. Young men and women who will one day
take their place as leaders in our growing
community. Let's salute them... the future
of agriculture is in good hands.

We Salute
Today'sYouth
..Tomorrow's
'Agri-Leaders'!

FFA SECTION

a

I

../.0

Tuesday, February 21,1978

higierray.Ledger 8ic Times

A Special Section Of

yy
•'V.

We Salute 9
Today'sYouth
..Tomorrow's
Agri-Leaders1

PEDRUMM?
18 to 25

As a result of the many
dedicated youths that
are a part of the F.F.A.
today, we can look forward to seeing continued success in the agricultural industry!

' Through actual community involvement,
F.F.A. members develop
their many:skills, and
put valuable knowledge into practical use.
Their concern for the
betterment Of 'agribusiness' Makes their
goals...and, achievements even more
'rewarding.

Learning to uphold the
high standard of the
American farmer...
that's what the Future/
Farmers of America is
'all about!

•

4/2

4. •

enrolled in Vocational
Agriculture and Horticulture. There are three
teachers of Agriculture and
Horticulture at CCHS.
The are: Eugene Chaney,
Larry Gilbert, and Jamie
Potts.
In 1977 the Calloway
Chapter received a State
Gold Emblem Rating for
the third consecutive year.
The chapter also receive a
National Silver rating at
the National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
in Nov.
Other accomplishments
by ,the chapter in 1977
weie:
The Chapter Tobacco
Grading Team won First
place in the State FFA
Tobacco Grading Contest
in both Burley and AirCured Tobacco. The team
was second in Dark-Fire
Cured Grading. This is the
third consecutive year
Calloway has won the AirCured grading contest in
the state.
Meat
The Chapter
Judging Team placed 2nd
in the State Meat Judging
Contest and First place at
the Mid-South Fair in
Memphis, Tenn., and first
place _iikthe Purchase
Regiolest.
The Chapter took first
place honors at the Murray
State Ag. Club field day in
April by scoring more total
points than any of the 32
Chapters participating.
The Chapter Dairy
Judging Team placed 4th in
the State contest only 17
points behind the first
place team.
Ricky Cunningham was
winner of the Purchase

e••

r
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11,1.4[111 •

Route 4, Murray

vISItS T

Ante C.1•••••••une fl

Phone 753-3897

. Hillman Coles
Construction Co.

• Bins
*Buildings
*Kan - Sun Dryers
*Groin Handling Equipment

AGRI-BUILDERS

BUTLER

IMBRIUM IS to 25
We are proud of the Future
Farmers of Americo.

ILI EH

Members of the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America join
with over 500,000 other
FFA members in the
United
States
in
celebrating National FFA
-; Week,
18-25.
Feb.
Throughout the Week the
state's 160 chapters are
planning activities to
• support the theme, A
• Golden Past—A brighter
Future. This is the 50th
anniversary of the FFA
which began in 1928.
33 The 50 year tradition of
the FFA has held strong
3 and produced a mighty
work force for food and
fiber to meet the needs of
our nation and the world.
• Successful agricultural
leaders of today are the
testimony. The 50-year
, success story is the story of
Learning By Doing,
National FFA Week
always includes George
- Washington's birthday in
his
of
3_ observance
* leadership in promoting
;scientific farming prac1 7, tices. Washington is con•tsideced the patron saint of
the FFA and has come to
FFA
the
'symbolize
• Treasurer.
Organized in 1928, the
FFA promotes leadership,
cooperation and citizenship
high
school
'• among
e_vacational agriculture
FFA
The
students.
awards
Foundation
program provides chapter,
I • state
national
and
recognition for supervised
; programs of agricultural
production, marketing,
processing and service.
The Calloway County
Chapter has 199 members

—

FFA SECTION

1071

Danny Kingins
Chapter President
His farming program
consists of 100 acres of row
crops and five acres of
tobacco. During his four
year membership of the
FFA Kingins has participated in the creed
contest, public speaking
contest and the soybean
production contest. He has
served as a member of the
Parliamentary Procedure
Team and as a member of
the Mid-South Championship; Meats Judging
team, 1
Kingine attended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center where he
was awarded the OutLeadership
standing
Award. He also attended
the state convention and
served as a delegate and
chapter representative to
the national convention.
Kingins is vice-president
of the Student Council and
is a member of the Laker
Speech Team and the Pep
Club. He plans to attend
Murray State University
and major in agriculture
business and have a minor
in Political Science.
He is a member of the
Good Sheperd United
Methodist Church.

Danny Kingins is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Kingins, Rt. 4, Murray and
is presenting serving as
president of the Calloway
County FFA Chapter.

ETA President

Current Calloway

Danny Kingins Is

Region Swine Impromptu
Speaking Contest and
represented the Calloway
Chapter in the State
Contest in June.
Kenneth Paschall won
both the regional and state
dairy production contest.
This is the third consecutive year for a
member of the Calloway
chapter to have won the

1r
Ph. 753-1722

401 Olive
753-5312

Murray Electric
System

The Future Farmers of America
are working for a better, brighter
tomorrow, through the development of agricultural leadership,
cooperation and citizenship. We
firmly support the FFA Chapters
of our area and applaud all their
achievements.

FPI SECTION

DURING NATIONAL EFA WEEK

fRitrirv*Iitpry11

101 E. Poplar

Future Farmers
of America
Weaver Popcorn

Saluting Tomorrows
Leaders•

AIM*

tivities of the chapter.
. The chairmen of these
committees are: Supervised Occupational Experience, Barry Canter;
Cooperation, Terry
Paschall;
Community
Service, Kenny Erwin;
Leadership, Ricky Cunningham; Earnings and
Savings, Roger Wilson;
Conduct of Meetings, Tripp
Furches; Scholarship,
Mike Rogers; Recreation,
Jo Beth Norwood; Public
Relations, Stephanie
Wyatt; Alumni Relations,
Greg McClure.

frtiffiro,litoirvIn

Award while attending
Kentucky FFA readership
Training Center in July.
Officers of the Calloway
Chapter are: President,
Danny Kingins; VicePresident, Brad Cook;
Secretary, Randy Mc4
Callon; Treasurer, Kenneth Paschall; Reporter,
Garry Miller, Sentinel, Bill
Glisson.
Chapter
Sweetheart is
Carol
Cooper.
The Chapter has ten
standing FFA Committees
which are in charge of
carrying out all the ac-

SALUTING HA

state in Dairy Production.
Joe Dan Taylor was
regional winner and 2nd in
the state in Burley tobacco
production.
Steve Enoch was state
winner of the FFA Quiz
contest at Ky. FFA
Trainin
Leadership
Center at Hardinsburg, Ky.
in July. Steve defeated 20
other contestants from
other chapters to deserve
the honor.
Steve McCuiston became
the first member of the
Calloway Chapter to
receive the American
Farmer Degree. Steve was
one of 17 members from
Kentucky to receive this
degree in Kansas City, Mo.
in Nov.
The Chapter had six
members to receive the
State Farmer Degree at
the State tFFA Convention
in Louisville in June.
Shea Sykes was named
Regional Star Farmer
from the Purchase Region
for 1977. This was the third
consecutive Regional Star
Farmer from the Calloway
Chapter.
Danny Kingins and
Randy MCCallon were
selected for the Outstandings, Leadership

'Golden Past, Brighter Future' is FFA Theme This Year

Feb. 18-25 Is FFA Week
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"The
Future"
Is What
The FFA
Is All
About!

,„„$ft.",itstaidaisawAttaittegiagajt

Insurance Ag
The Murray
hi Au Utter, 753-4151
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FA SECTION

474-2295
or 474-2296

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
p.m.
10
a.m.
6
(Except Holidays)

Hutson Grain Terminal

1-800-592-5409

Ky. Farmers Call

474-2295

VakesitO6

Fast Efficient
Grain Handeling

See Us For. . .

y

Did you know? For years successful farewersthave date
•tb isms with
;

FEBRUARY 19-25

Up-To-The Minute
Grain Prices
Local Farmers Call

Toll Free

FFA SECTION

Tractor Pull held during the sum.
Loral members prepareing for the annual Farm
-net at the Calloway County Fair Grounds.

Terminal
Grain
Hutson
Part of Murray-Calloway County

reproduc.
vegetative
is done by the foist.
Landscape management
methods are used by tn.:
nurseryman' such as
is taking care of the
arrangement of the open .budding, grafting and
space that surrourds us. In
laierage.
short it is the uSe of orOlericulture, or the
raising of vegetables for
namental shrubs, trees and
flowers to create a' the home or market, means
desirable atmosphere.
the preparation of soil,
Turf management is the
planting, cultivating and
establishment and care of . harvesting the vegetables.
grass ground covers. This Fruit production includes
is of prime importance at the setting, cultivation,
the golf course. There are spraying, pruning and the
three common 'ways to marketing of the fruits
achieve grass ground produced.
covers. One is bY sodding
The lawn and garden
which is transplanting a center businesses are those
layer of soil with grass places which handle the
already growing). Seeding supplies one needs to care
is the method most for the landscape, turf,
frequently used. iSprigging gardens and orchards.
The field of horticulture
is used to establish some
grasses. There Ore only a is the life career for many
few grasses -the sprigging people. But more imtechnique can be used on. portantly, horticulture is a
Nursery stock production hohby for people interested
is the planting of seeds and in growing, arranging and
caring for the seedling caring for,flowers, shrubs.
plant until they reach trees, grass, fruits and
transplanting size. Various vegetables.

Larry lioth &
Charles Sadler - Mgrs.

, By Marion 'and
Sharion Adams
Horticulture is a branch
• of agriculture. Horticulture
• deals with .floriculture,
turf
landscaping,
management, production
of nursery stock, fruits,
vegetables and various
aspects of lawn and garden
businesses. The literal
meaning of the word
"the
is
horticulture
cultivation of a garden."
Most importantly, horticulture is people interested in growing,
arranging, marketing and
caring for flowers, shrubs,
trees,grass, fruits and
vegetables.
, Floriculture is the field of
.. horticulture is the raising
of flowers and ornamental
•plants. This includes the
planting, cultivation and
care of blooming plants to
'keep the flowers or plants
pretty and healthy. It also
refers to the care' and
arranging of flowers which

Trees, Fruits, Vegetables

Interested In Growing

Horticulture Is People
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Week

Jamie Potts is one of
three
teachers
of
agriculture at Calloway
County High School He is
a graduate of CCHS and
has 12 years of experience in the field of ;
education as a teacher
and supervisor for the
State Department of
Education in Frankfort.

SRA

•

309 S. 5th

Ray T. Broach, Agency Manager
R. Terry Broach, Jr., C.U.

753-4703

Kentucky Farm Bureau
Insurance Service

Congratulations To Our Local FFA Members, You'll Be Leaders
For Tomorrow's Agriculture

Wiswell Rd.
753-5451

ELLIS POPCORN CO.

during

Congratulations To
All Our Local
FFA Members

Members preparing a farm tractor for painting.

Holtieulture N students JoBeth Norwood and Mark Jones are pictured preparing a
tulip bed in the ornamental nursery at CeHS.
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Purchase

For the best today it is internatienal sad Purchase
Equipment. Internatiosal has the proper size equipment
for needs and Purchase Equipmeot has the service
Kaparhaaat to keep year aqpipaund at it, bast.

FFA Members are preparing now so the
future will be the best possible.

PPR
WEEH

from Methodist Church

Now Back in Production

The Honda
A.T.C. 90
and The Honda
A.T.C. 70

See Them at Overbey Honda!

tee

A Former FFA Member and Officer would like to
Salute the Calloway County FFA and invite them to

ROBERT OVERBY...

Acroaa

Today's fine quality clothes

Murray's Nearly New Shop

tars mint , 0,44 N416

We Salute Our FFA Members!

This was the'third consecutive year for the
Calloway team to win AirCured grading in the state.
Plaques and ribbons
were presented to the
winners by Commissioner
of Agriculture Thomas
Harris in Louisville.

Calloway County FFA
members Brad Cook, Bill
and Randy
Glisson
McCallon won the FFA
Burley Tobacco and Dark
Tobacco
Air-Cured
Grading contests at the
1977 Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville.
The local team defeated
24 teams from throughout
the state to win the burley
grading contest which has
previously been dominated
by schools from central
Kentucky.
In winning the dark aircured grading competition,
Bill Glisson,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwarcf Glisson, had
the highest individual score
of all participants.
The team of Cook,
Glisson and McCallon
placed second to the
Farmington FFA team in
grading dark fire-cured
toabcco. Brad Cook, son of
Mr. and Mrs. L D. Cook,
Jr. was the high individual
scorer in the fire-cured
contest. MoCallon is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
McCallon._

Grading Gottests

Win Tobacco

Chapter Members

FFA SECTION

Garry Miller
Reporter
and has served as a
delegate to the Purchase
Region FFA 'meetings
representing' the Calloway
Chapter, Garry was also a
participimt in the FFA
contest
nd
al bY and
-Joile
ue
rrned
:sPb
Co r• er
e Times.
Lo
Grr is fond of sports
and is ta member of the
CCHS pep club. He is a
member of the Salem
Baptist , Church where he
attends , regularly.

Garry A.yiui Miller is the
son of . and Mrs. Joe H.
Miller o Route) Murray.
Garry is the 1977-78
Chapter Reporter.
His firming program
consists IA one acre Of dark
air-cured tobacco and
approximately 24 acres of
.seYheent
Garry has participated in
many s al FFA activities
•

FFA Reporter

Is 1977-78

Garry Miller

Second place — DarkFire ,Cored Tobacco
Grading
High
Second place

Individual Air-Cured
Grading
Third place — Soil
Judging

tf• t

r

Menibar FDIC

MURRAY

Ky.

I(BANK

e ve plenty of experience handling the special
usiness needs of the farmers in this community.
When you need extra cash for new equipment, exOansion, Modernization ... or any good reason at
411 ... Talk to one of our loan officers about our low
cost ,agricultural financing. Come in today!

oilie On Us...

400;,„:104tiv
,#; ,,,, ,
rot ttie

We Are Counting On Them!,

FFA is Planning Aheadfora
Better Community and America

'First place — High Individual Soil Judging
Second Place — High
Individual Burley Gard1118

,
a
l
PEOI!LE

First place
Elark AirThe Calloway County
High School chapter of Cured Grading '
First place — High.Inof
Farmers
Future
Atherica took top honors at dividual Burley 'Grading
the 24th annual Agriculture
Field Day held at Murray
State University.
Competing against 33
other cluipters in 23 major
contests that attracted
1,025 students to the
university's 356 acre farm
and the West ' Kentucky
Liirestoeb and Exposition
Center, the -Calloway
C,ountian.s compiled 3,823
points to capture the
coveted all-events trophy.
• Farmington was second
with 3,698 points, and the
Fulton County Chapter was
third with 3,628 points.
Carloway's• accompliShments were as,
follows in individual •
contests:
- First place — all events
trophy
First, place — Dairy
Judging'
First plate — Burley
Tbbacco Grading

FFA SECTION

L

Third place — Weed
Identification

meritAcati
l'hirdpon
lace — Plant

Calloway High FE'A Takes Top Honors At MSU Field,Day
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Four Calloway FFA Officers met with National FFA Secretary Bruce
• ch, center, in Memphis, Tenn. in Sept From left Brad Cook, Vice-President Randy McCallon, Secretary; Bruce Maloch, National Secretary; Danny langins, President and
Kenneth Paschall, Treasurer.

Calloway FFA members cooperating with Ky. FFA Leadership Training Center by
serving on K.P. duty during July.

1977 Chapter Meeting Team: Front row from left to right. Terry Byerly, Pat Webb,
:Darrell Beane, Kenny Orr, Ricky Miller, Back row from left to right - Danny Kingins,
David Roberts,Steve McCuiston, Charles Glisson and Shea Sykes.

Each year the Chapter presents the Honorary Chapter Farm Degree to adults who
have rendered outstanding service to the Chapter. The following received the
Degree at the annual Parent-Member Banquet in Aprik From left — Larry Gilbert,
Jamie Potts, Dr. Jack Rose, Rob McCallon,Mrs. Buddy Sykes and Mr.Buddy Sykes,-,'

Randy McCallon, chapter secretary, presented Calloway High Principal Jerry
Ainley with an official FFA 50th Anniversary Medallion at the December meeting of
the chapter. Ainley was recognized for his enthusiasm and support of the local
chapter.
• i

Thanks FFA Members

Learning
Today To Help
All Of Us Tomorrow

Future
Farmers of
America

Our Future Looks Even Brighter!

luncheon at Louisville Sth
March.

The Future
Of Farming
Is In Your
Hands! Keep
Up The Good
Work

MemberS learning to grade tobacco. Members
must determine group, quality, color and length of
tobacco. The purpose of this contest is to help
members learn the relationship of tobacco grades
with onvemment su000rt price of tobacco.

Seed, Feed,
Fertiliter & Limit .

For All Your

Parks Grain
Salutes
Calloway
Co.FFA

Southern
Planters, Inc.

FARM EQUIPMENT

/7
We Saltde The FFA
M'embers 4nd Urge
Them To iCcep Up The
Excellent Work!

Steve Enoch was winner
of the local FFA quiz contest and also won the
quiz' contest at Ky. FFA
Leadership Training Center in July. The quiz contest ,is conducted like a
spelling bee except
questions concerning FFA
history and organization
are asked.

Kenneth Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carves
-Paschall,of Route 2, Hazel
has been named winner Of
the. 1972 FFA Cdntest
Sponsored by the CourierJournal and Louisville
Times. This contest is
designed to.honor the Most
Outstanding, FFA Meinberg in Kentu4YThe entries we Judged
on farming programs,FFA
activities and school and
community
activitiea.
Kenneth will receive a SM10
saving bond plus a plaque
and an all expense paid trip'
to the .annual awards

Class and Chapter St r Farmers for 1977. Each year the
chapter selects the members from each class
with the best farming rogram. Star Farmers are Freshman - Tripp
Furches; Soph. - Jimmy Hale; Junior Kenneth Paschall; Seri' r and Chapter Star Farmel - Shea Sykes.
,

1108 Coldwater Rd.'753-711

Your.Complete Tire Service Cenier

.Keel
Purchase Tire

-(4‘•:z.7„:7, and applaud all their
achievements.

We itil-raripl.yerssuopfpoourrt e
he
ci
FFA Ct
are

ORGANIZATION

New and Used Equipment and Service
Junction
121 8 Sedalia Rd

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT COMPANY

We Don't Worry About Competition...
We Are The Competition

from us
YOU ARE BUYING THE TYPE AND BRAND OF FARM EQUIPMENT YOU WANT
AND OUR CONTINUED EXPERT SERVICE, AS WELL

Phone 247-6020
Phone 753-5299

;
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WHEN YOU BUY

Sales and Service On All Brands Of Farm Equipmeilncluding
The Sleigel 4 Wheel Drive Tractor

CONGRATULATIONS
FUTURE FARMERS
OF AMERICA —
WE SALUTE YOU!

Standard Oil Products
Salutes Calloway Co.

Richard
Orr Dist. Co.
Vow Distribotor Of

Steve McCuiston of
Murray received the
American Farmer Degree
at ceremonies in Kansas
City, Mo. on Nov. 10 during
the 50th National -.FFA
Convenbipn.
McCugton is the son of
Mr. and Mrs., W. D.
•McCuiston, Route 4,
Murray. He was one of 801
FFA members selected to
receive the American
Farmer Degree, highest
degree of membership in
the FFA. As holder of the
American Farmer Degree,
he joins a select group
representing about one
percent of all FFA
members in the nation.
Steve became the first
member in the 17 year
history of the Calloway
Chapter to receive the
American Farmer Degree.
This degree is the highest
degree of membership in
the FFA. It is presented
only by the National
Organization of the FPA to
members
who
have
demonstrated exceptional
agricultural and leadership
ability.

Steve McCuiston
Gets American
Farmer Degree

; 1

We would like to take this opportunity to let you know hew
much you are appreciated.

Murray Supply Co., Inc.
Wholesale Eledric
Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center

We Want To
Take This Opportunity,
To Let The FFA
Members Know
How Proud We Are
Of Them

Thornton Tile
& Marble 753-5719

during their week Feb. 18-25

We Honor The Dedicated
FFA Members
Of Calloway County

Bill Gibson
Chapter SenUnel
training center for a week,
also participating in the
FFA tobacco grading
contest at the Kentucky
State Fair in Louisville
where the Calloway tern
won first place in bath
burley and air-cured
,
grading
Bill was also the high
individual. scorer.. in .the.

Bill Glisson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Glisson,
resides at Murray Rt. 4.
Bill is the 1977-78 Sentinel
of the FFA. His farming
program consist of 6 acres
of tobacco and thirty acres
of soybeans.
While a member of the
FFA for four years his
activities
include:
Attending FFA leadership

No Matter Where
You're Going
or What
You're Doing,
You'll Hare
A Charlotte
With
Fun

state contest in air-cured'
grading. His school activities consist of FFA,
S.A.E., and pep club.
South
attends
He
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. After
graduation Bill plans to
buy a farm and become a
full time farmer.

Brad Cook is the son of
Mr. and. Mrs. L D. Cook,
Jr. of Rt. 1, Hazel. He is
serving this year as vicepresident of the Calloway
County FFA Chapter.
Cook is actively, involved
in the FFA and its activities. He is a member of
the tobacco team which
won air-cured, burley and
won second palce in darkfired. Brad was high individual in dark-fired
grading in the state. He
was also a member of the
Mid-South Championship
meats judging team.
Other activities include
attending the national
convention in Kansas City,
Brad Cook
FFA •
being selected
Chapter Vice-Pres.
member of the month, a
Hazel.
member of the soil judging
Brad attends the South
team, attended Kentucky
FFA Leadership Training
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. He is a
Center, served as a
member of the CCHS Pep
delegate to the state
Club and other school and
convention in Louisville
community organizations.
and was a member of the
,After graduation, Cook
recreation committee.
plans to attend Murray
Cook's farming program
State Univeriaty to major
consist of soybeans,
in Agri-Business with a
tobacco and swine. He
minor
in
farms with his father on
general
their farm located near
agriculture.

FFA Week and Every Week
of the Year

During

NITCHELSON'

II I, silluir /he IT 1 Ilembi:rs

Growing todav
for a brighter ,
tomorrow

Randfr Adaens
Timriy Beane
'Barry Canter
' Marty Carraway
Stev; MCCuiston
Stev T. McCuiston
• Shea I Sykes
Joe Dan Taylor '
Kerr); Wyatt
Mark Wilson
a.
Darrell Beane
Alen Paschall
Sandra Stark
Kilt Stubblefield
Brad CoOk
Johnny Cossey
Dan Crick
Danny Deering
Grant Dick
Mike Edwards
• Steve Epoch
Kenny Erwin
Bill Glisson
Jimmy Hale
. Everett Siert
Kenneth' Jones
• DannylLingins
Shane Lassiter
Terry Lassiter
Randy McCallon
Greg McClure
Garry Miller
Joe Orr
Mike Outland,
Mickey Overbey
Kenneth Paschall
Terry Paschall
Roger Perkins .
Jeff Satterwhite
Wade Schroeder
Dave Watson
Bryan White
Keith Wicker
Roger Wilson
James Bibb
Keith Brown
Joey Butterworth
Michael Carr
David Cohoon
Keith
Anna Wa er
liter
Darreil
Mike Wa in
Joel Whi
Jinni*
Roirt W
James W
Rorviie W
Dad • ms
hfarion A
Mark A
Sharon
Dane
•rt
Bill'Ale
Tim
Billy Ber
Teresa B'
Deele
Greg
Tony Bo

Westey Boviden ,
Ronnie Boyd
Johnna Brandon '
Brent Brown'
Ben Brumley
Mickey Butterworth
Jimmy Bynum
Patty Bynum
Tony Carraway
Paula Cavitt
Sue Chadwick
James Cochrum
Daryl Coles
Sibby Colson
Kenneth Conner
Carol Cooper
Celissa Coy
Connie Curd ..
Shane Darnell
Teddy Darnell
Linda Davis
Chris Dawson
Michael Dillon
Wayne Dedmon
LeDon Dowdy
James Eldridge
Tim Feltner
Sandra Futrell
David Garland
Darren Garner
Tim Graham
Sandra Hale
William Hale
Ricky Hargrove
Barry Henson
Teddy Hicks
Howard Hill
Robert Hillmand
John Hopkins
Donnie Howard
Mark Jackson
Heidi Johnson
Richard Jones
Shannon Jones
Freddie Kirkland
Danny Lamb
Allen Letham
Tammy Locke
David Mathis

Joy Manor
Ricky McCuisten
Jerry Miller
Mary Miller
Ricky Miller
Terry Miller
Terry Morris
Barry Murdock
David Murphy
Randy Neale
Tim Oates
Tom Oates
Gary-.Oliver
Jackie Parker
.Josey Parrish
Allen Paschall
Mitchell Paschall
Hal Perry
'
Patricia Philips
Felecia Pinner
Dan Potts
Gary Price ,
Ronnie Pruitt
Eddie Reeder
Jerry Riley
Terry Roberson
Larry Satterwhite
Kelvin Schmieder
Roger Scott
Gerald Smith
Kim Smith
Paul Smith
Gary Starks
Renaye Starks
Randy Stone
Tim Stone
Karl Strode
Bennie Stubblefield
Shari Tucker
Billy Vincent
Carol Watkins
Jeff West
David Williams
Larry Williams
Terry Williams
Jerry Workman
Marty Wyatt
Stephanie Wyatt
Shawn Simmons

High FFA Members

Say FFA Is ,

Your Passenger
Car and Truck
Tire Dealer

Our Local

r

•
ItT-10-78
.4
•
BRONCO OU§TOM
Options r ornbinelion TwiTone pamt
• 5-slot forged alumitturn wntels (4)
• Low Moun SwYng;:lock m fors

FFA

Agri-Leaders

SALUTES TOMORROW'S

PARKER FORD

iFive members of the Calloway Chapter attended KentUcky .FFA Leadership
Tkining Center at Hardinsburg, Ky. in July., Members were involved in five classes
per day relating to Officer Responsibilities, Organization end Operation of FM
Chapters. The members also participated in organized recreation. Members atand Randy
tending from left: Steve Enoch, Bill Glisson, Brad pcook, Marty iresiOns
,

allowayChapter of FFA piesenting fruit tc46cal rest homes at Christmas

Donald C lson
Brian C
Pat Cs.'r
Keith Co y
Ricky
gharo
Larry Da ell
can
Donald
Mike Dun an
Larry En
Tripp F
JoeEo
Lee'Jac n
J hnson
Roger J.
n
Mark Jon's
Carly
er
Clay La
Morris ther
er
o.Beth orwood
Frankie
gers'
Mike flog rs
Todd .
Williant • er
otherman
Richard
,
Keith Ste Its
Bobby S iry

to liboewaynam
Ced
untyt'uCrca
h hp
atseer
Region Star Farmer. 'Po ,
receive
this
honor,
members must have an.
mndinangd
program
excel in
leadership activities.
_ In addition to this award,
Sykes has also been named .
winner of the Dekalb
Agriculutral
Accomplishment Award which is
presented to the outin .
senior
standingl
vocational agriculture
departmens around the ,
country:

o
syof Mr.
nok"
mhe-arSsy
and
Buddy Sykes
Murray, was announced as
'a Purchase Region Star
Farmer at the 48th annual
FFA
convention
in
Louisville in June.
'Shea served as chapter:
committee chairman,
chapter president,' Purchase
Region
vicepresident, a member of the
state winning tobaeco
grading team, regional
-winning meats judging
team and numerous other ,
contests and activities.
Sykes is the' third con- (.
secutive member of the ,

'Star Farmer'

Shea Sykes Is
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Field Office Manager
Field Representative
Secretary

Murray Office
305 North 4th Street
Murray,Kentucky
Phone 753-5602

Our support goes to the Future
Farmers of America. We're proud
of what you've done to make
Calloway County a productive
farm community.

We Offer Our
Continued Support
To The
Future farmers
Of America.
we have all benefited
from the FM Organizations.

"Learning to Do, Doing
to Learn, Earning to Live,
Living to Serve" is the
motto of the FFA.

There are over 8,000 FFA
chapters in 50 states as well
as Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.

The FFA1 provides/ an
opportunity for youth in
agriculture to learn, to do,
to earn, and to serve.

FFA unites its members
with their career opportunities in the industry
of agriculture.

More than a half-million
students of vocational
agriculture are members
of FFA.

FFA at 50 "A GOLDEN
PAST - a brighter future"
is the theme for National
FFA WEEK, February 1825.

As the chalk board indicates Carol Cooper is the
winner of the 1977-78 FFA Chapter Sweetheart
Contest.

Members of the FFA are
students of high school
vocational agriculture.

National FFA WEEK is
scheduled in February to
honor George Washington
who was an .outstanding
'farmer as well.as a great
leader.

The National FFA Center
is located, near historic
Mount Vernon, in Virginia,
on 39 acres which once was
part of Washington's
estate.

FFA champions career
education in agriculture,
agribusiness and natural
resources.

A first year member of •
the FFA is called a
"Greenhand."

Future Farmers Of Anierica, we
salute you...with thanks for all you
are doing to aid agriculture in this
area...and to promote the conservation of our farm resources. For
the future, our hopes are
high...because we know that our
local FFA members are building.
agricultural leadership that will serve us well. Congratulations on your
achievements.

Industrial Rd.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Assoc., Inc.

Our support and very best wishes go to
the members this week. We're proud of
all you've donev to help make the community a much better place to live.
Thanks.

Charles Glisson participating the Tractor Trouble Shooting Contest at MSU Reid
Day. Contestants have to find the cause of engine failure and correct it.
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MEATS JUDGING TEAMS NS — The
loway County High School FFA Chapter
Meats Judging team captu
first place honors at the Mid-South Fair in Memphis,
Tenn. topping teams from ennessee, Arkansas, Missouri and Mississippi
. The team
had previously won the P rchase Region contest at Union City, Tenn.
and placed
second at the State Conte in Louisville.
Calloway Team mem
art Randy McGillon, Brad Cook, Danny IGngins and
Kenneth Paschall. Paschall took high inifividual honors in the Mid-S
outh contest
with McCallon placing thir in overall scoiing.
:Teams have to place on dass of beef quarters, one class of beef
ribs, and one
class of fresh pork should is. Also, contestants have to indentify 24
retail cuts of
beef and pork.

Horticulture II are pictu
on a field trip to the Coleman Mathis Apple Orchard
' near Mayfield. Pictured sta ding,left to right are Joe Holland, Mari Jones, Darrell
; Walker,joBeth Norwood a d Keith Covey. Kneeling is Michael Carr, Donnie Miler
and lam Smith.

Danny Kingins and Randy cGillon received the Outstanding Leadership Awards
at Ky. FFA Leadership Train g Center at Hardinsburg, Ky. in July. Onlly seven mem,
bers of Approximately 200 present from 20 chapters across the state received this
honor.

,Ni

Waliaggra

Jeep Honcho:,The Sports Pickup that lets 'ens
know who's boss. It looks super tough and acts it!
WE SALUTE

Nationwide FFA WEEK Celebration
February 18-25, 1978
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motto of the FFA.

r‘ •-•

it is estimated that there
are over four million
former FFA members.
Nearly 15,000 are members
of the National FFA
Alumni Association.

CallJway
Forty-nine
County High School juniors
and seniors were enrolled
in Horticulture the first
semester of the 1977-78
school year. Students
enrolled in Horticulture I
were Marion Adams,
Sharion Adams, Tim
Anderson, Teresa Bibb,
Ronnie Boyd, Johnna
Brandon, Patty Bynum,
Paula Cavitt, Sue Chadwick, Carol Cooper, Brad
Cook, Celissa Coy.
Connie Curd, Linda
Davis, LaDon Dowdy,
Sandra Futrell, Sandra
Hale, Robert Hillman,
Heidi Johnson, Shannon
Jones, Gene Lockhart,
Tammy Locke, Ricky
McCuiston, Mary Miller,
Jackie Parker, Josey
Parrish, Patricia Phillips.
Felicia Pinner, Keith
Starks, Renaye Starks,
Tim Stone, Shari Tucker,
Vincent, Carol
Billy
Watkins, Mike Watson,
Joel White, David Williams
and Stephanie Wyatt.
The Horticulture classes
are taught by Jamie Potts.

49 Enrolled

.

E
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Kenneth Paschall, son of
01r. and Mrs. Carves
Paschall of Route
(2, Hazel,
presently serves as the
Areasurer of the Calloway
County Chapter of the
of
euture
Farmers
America. Kenneth is 17
years old and is a senior at
Calloway County High
Reboot.
Kenneth has been acPvely involved in Calloway
'FA for the past four years
,and has greatly increased
Itiafarm program through

Dairy Impromptu
Speaking Contt, and
County, Regional, State,
and National DairY Shows
Among the awards he
has won, Kenneth has had
the privilege of winning the
Kentucky State 1977 Future
Farmers of America
Contest sponsored by The
Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, the
Kentucky FFA Dairy
Proficiency Award as well
as winning the National
Bronze Dairy Proficiency
Award. Other dairy awards
include Kentucky State
Fair FFA Dairy Holder
Soil Judging team which placed third at MSU field
Award, and National FFA
in April. Members from left Randy McCallon,
day
Dairy Holder Award at the
Brad Cook, Anthony Horton and Marc Damell. McMid-South Fair.,
Callon was high individual scorer in the contest.
Some other FFA activities include High Individual at the Mid-South
Fair in Meats Judging,
State & National Conventions, Sophpmore and
Junior Star Farmer,
Calloway County FFA
Member of the Month,
Chairman of Alumni
Committee,
Relations
Notebook Award, and
Scholarship Award.
As well as being active in
.
FFA, Kenneth is also
i. Kenneth Paschall
Parliamentarian ,for the
Chapter Treasurer
Beta Clhb, and a member
'the years. This year his
of 4-H Club, Pep Club,
inning program consists
Kentucky Junior Cattle
. 100 acres of corn, 50
i
,res of soybeans, 28 head
Club and a member of
Green Plain Church of
•
registered Jersey cattW,
acres of hay, and 10 . Christ_
After finishing high
' res of silage corn.
school Kenneth plans to
ISince a large part of
State
Murray
enter
tenneth's fanning centers
dr.ound his Jersey cattle, he
University, and major in
a
with
s participated in many
Agriculture
specialization in Animal
, A dairy related acSciencet After college he
and has received
Shea Sykes, 1976-77 Chapter President, and Larry
in on the
would like to remain
- veral dairy awards.
Chapter Advisor(Center) receiving the State Gold
Gilbert,
•
some
. nneth has participated
dairy farm or go into
Emblem at the 48th annual State FFA Convention in
form of agricultural
Kentucky State E'VA
s Louisville.
iry Judging. Regional
research
at

Is Chapter Treasurer

Kenneth Paschall

>461110.

Calloway FFA members receiving the State Farmer Degree at the 48th annual Ff A
Convention of Kentucky. Calloway had six members to receive the degree in 1977.
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CUSTOINIER CARE
XV(YWHCRt

641 North Murray,across trout(Aorual House Smorgasbord 753-447.

West
Kentucky
Appliance
Center

We've reduced
Our Most Popular
Hotpoint Quality
Appliances To
Make One
Gigantic Sale

Big-Seller
Sale

Shop Our

Through The
Futtwe Farmers
Of America
We See Continued
Success For
Rural America

753-1222

sale in Calloway County.

Contact us for a complete list of farms for

® KOPPERUD
REALTY M

from

FFA Members

Congratulations

Harold Jones, Mgr. -153-5572
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NONTHIRUP
KING

Carraway
INC
Farms

With land prices and production costs where they
are today, you can't afford to plant anything less than
a great corn on every acre. PX 74 is just the hybrid
you need. Fast-drying PX 74 has topped the 200bushel yield mark by impressive margins.
Come in and see for yourself....get your l'X 74
while supplies are still available.

Great Corn For Your Best Land

PX 74:

FFA SECTION

I

Each month ttie Chapter
selects one member who
has been outstanding in
leadership or some other
ph se of the program, as
m mber-of-the-month.
year the members

are

Randy McCallon
Chapter Secretary
treasurer, of the senior
class, member of the
varsity basketball squad,
and member of the S. A. E.
He is a member of the
Kirksey United Methodist
-Church where he serves on
the administrative board
and is recreational leader
for the sub-district M. Y. F.
After graduation he
plans to attend college
majoring in Agri-Business
or physical education and
take up a career in farming.

Oct.-Kenneth 1 Paschall
Nov.-Ricky Cunningham
Dec.-Dan Pottal
Jan.-Danny Kingins

July-Steve Enoch
August-Brad Cook
Sept.-Randy
McCallon

s'Members
'
Chapter Cite
For Leadership Quality

Randy McCallon the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
MilCallon of Rt. 2, Murray
and is serving as secretary
fotj the local FFA chapter.
Itandy has been active in
FFA for four Years and
alno has a farming
program of tobacco, corn
and soybeans.
-McCallon is a member of
the tobacco grading team
that won first place in the
stAte in air-cured and
burley grading and second
ilL,dark-fired grading. He
wais also a member of the
chapter meats judging
team that won the regional
contest, second in the state
anti first at the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis.
Other activities he has
been involved in include
July member of the month;
high individual in the MSU
Field Day soil judging,
committee chairman,
chapter notebook winner,
banquet presentation
award, scholarship award
and outstanding leadership
award at the Kentucky
FFA Leadership Training
Center.
Other school activities
include president of the
student council, secretary•

Rondy McCallon is
197748 FFA 1 ecretary

Miss Card Cooper
of the Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
Miss
Cooper
will
represent the CCHS FFA
Chapter in the Purchase
Region FFA Sweetheart
Contest held at Murray
State University in late
February.

1977-78 FFA Chapter
Sweetheart. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Lowell
Cooper and the late Mr.
Cooper of Route 1, Hazel.
Carol is a junior at CCHS
and a member of the FFA,
Pep Club, S. A. E. and
Horticulture class vicepresident. She is a member

'Sweetheart'
Miss Carol Cooper is the

Is 1978 FFA

Carol Cooper

FEN(

Dee's Iank
of Hael'
membor

The FUTURE
is what the FA i all about.

WOMBSWifiNt4

Kepneth Paschall was *lame( 1977 State winner of
the FFA Dairy Production Contest. Kenneth is
the State FFA Conshown receiving his trophy
vention in Louisville. Kennet was also presented
$100 by the FFA Foundation us being eligible to
enter the National Dairy Pro ction Contest in Kansas City. The Calloway Chap r, has won the State
Dairy Production Contett for he last 3 consecutive
years.

TRACTOR VALUE

to look for when
you're looking for

THE SIGN

Parts No. 753-9432
501.s No. 759-4395

520 S. 4th

Mgr. Cary Brandon
Asst. Mgr. Frank Hurt

MURRAY
FORD TRACTOR

Wall line of farm tractors
.Gasoline and diesel engines
in wide power rango
•Broad line of farm e4ulpment
•Complete parts and letyice
facilities
Word value-priced
Lawn & Garden Equipment
.
...Sales& Service

FORD TRACTORS'• EQUIPMENT

•
Learning by doing is a basic principle behind
the vocational agricultural education çrogram
FFA encourages that principle. ANit dives the
student-member a chance for GROVVT

, SALUTING FFA SOURING NATIONAL FF WEEK

Members on a tour of Reelfoot Packing Company
in preparation for the Regional Meats Judging Contest

Calloway members in the Vo-Ag shop assembling
new farm equipment.
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beef andpork..
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JOHN ED. WALKER,manager

s

A

— MAYFIELD,KENTUCKY

A

• 9....

West Kentucky Rural Electric.Cooperative Corporation

IMPROVE FARMING TECHNIQUES TO THE BENEFIT OF OUR NATION.

TRIBUTE TO ONE OF AMERICA'S FINEST ORGANIZATIONS...THE F.F.A. VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE HAS SERVED TO

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION AND THE CITIZENS OF THIS COMMUNITY ARE PROUD TO PAY

It's National F1
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